DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

SUMMARY: The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is providing notice of request for public
comment on its draft test plan for the High Burnup Dry Storage Cask Research and Development
Project (CDP). The test plan will guide the Department's activities, research, and development
throughout the execution of the High Burnup Dry Storage Cask Research and Development
Project. The draft test plan places its focus on “why” the project is being performed and “what”
the Department plans to accomplish with the CDP. The details on “how” the test plan will be
executed will be added when Dominion Virginia Power, who is part of the Electric Power
research Institute (EPRI) team, submits a License Amendment Request for the existing North
Anna Generating Station Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). The License
Amendment Request will be submitted to the NRC in the future. The public will be provided an
opportunity to provide comments to the NRC on the CDP test plan at that time. The DOE's
Office of Used Nuclear Fuel Disposition Research and Development has coordinated this effort
in collaboration with its contractor EPRI and several DOE national laboratories. The DOE is
seeking public stakeholder comment to ensure CDP resources are invested wisely to achieve
measurable improvements in our Nation's data on High Burnup Casks.

DATES: Written comments should be submitted by December 12, 2013. Comments received
after this date will be considered if it is practical to do so; however, the DOE is only able to
ensure consideration of comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESSES: You may submit comments by any of the following methods:
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Electronic Form: Go to http://www.id.energy.gov/insideNEID/PublicInvolvement.htm. Locate
the area on the page that pertains to the draft test plan for the High Burnup Dry Storage Cask
Research and Development Project (CDP). Click on the link for the electronic comment form.
Populate the form and click on “Submit”.

E-Mail: CDP@id.doe.gov

Mail: U.S. Department of Energy, C/O Melissa Bates, 1955 Freemont Ave, MS 1235, Idaho
Falls, ID 83415.

Hand Delivery or Courier: U.S. Department of Energy, Willow Creek Building Ground Floor,
Room 185B, 1955 Fremont Ave., Attn: Melissa Bates, Idaho Falls, ID, between 8 a.m. and 3:30
p.m. MT, Monday through Thursday, except Federal holidays.

Fax: 208-526-6249.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mrs. Melissa Bates, Contracting Officers
Representative, High Burnup Dry Storage Cask Research and Development Project, U.S.
Department of Energy—Idaho Operations Office, MS 1235, 1955 Fremont Ave., Idaho Falls, ID
83415, (208) 526-4652, batesmc@id.doe.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Department of Energy (DOE) has performed
recent assessments focusing on long-term aging issues important to the performance of the
structures, systems, and components of the dry cask storage systems for high burnup spent
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nuclear fuel. A number of technical issues and research and data needs have emerged from these
assessments. DOE has determined that a large scale cask research and development project using
various configurations of dry storage cask systems and experiments would be beneficial.

A draft test plan for the High Burnup Dry Storage Cask Research and Development Project
(CDP) has been drafted by DOE's contractor the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to
document what is planned to be accomplished by the CDP. DOE is soliciting comments from the
public to obtain feedback on what the Department plans to execute.

A copy of the draft test plan can be found at the following link:
http://www.id.energy.gov/insideNEID/PublicInvolvement.htm. Locate the area on the page that
pertains to the High Burnup Dry Storage Cask Research and Development Project (CDP). Click
on the link for the draft test plan.

SUBMITTING COMMENTS: Stakeholder's comments should be aligned, if possible, with the
goals and objectives of the CDP. All comments will be considered that are received by the
deadline that appears in the DATES section.

Instructions: Submit comments via any of the mechanisms set forth in the ADDRESSES section
above. Identify your name, organization affiliation, comments on the draft test plan, email, and
phone number. If an email or phone number is included, it will allow the DOE to contact the
commenter if questions or clarifications arise. No responses will be provided to commenters in
regards to the disposition of their comments. All comments will be officially recorded without
change or edit, including any personal information provided.
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Privacy Act: Data collected via the mechanisms listed above will not be protected from the
public view in any way. DOE does not intend to publish the comments received externally;
however, data collected will be seen by multiple entities while comments are resolved.
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty,
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific
commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise,
does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the
United States Government or any agency, contractor or subcontractor thereof. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency, contractor or subcontractor thereof.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
It is in the national interest to demonstrate the ability to safely store—for many decades—and
then transport spent nuclear fuel (SNF). The potential need to store SNF for many decades will
have a near-term and potentially significant impact on plant licensing and operations. While dry
storage of lower burnup SNF [less than 45 gigawatt days per metric ton uranium (GWD/MTU)]
has occurred in the United States (U.S.) since 1986, dry storage of high burnup SNF has been
more recent. As of December 2012, approximately 200 dry storage casks have been loaded with
at least some high burnup SNF. Furthermore, almost all SNF being loaded in the U.S. is now
high burnup. Thus, industry needs data on high burnup SNF under typical conditions.
This document describes a Draft Test Plan for the High Burn-up Cask Research and
Development Project1 (also referred to as the “Cask Demonstration Project” (CDP)) sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Energy (DOE-NE) under contract DE-NE0000593 to the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). EPRI is leading a project team2 to
develop and implement a Test Plan to collect data from an SNF dry storage system containing
high burnup fuel.3 The Draft Test Plan for the CDP outlines the data to be collected; the high
burnup fuel to be included; the technical data gaps the data will address; and the storage system
design, procedures, and licensing necessary to implement the Test Plan. The main goals of the
proposed test are to provide confirmatory data4 for model improvement, provide input to future
SNF dry storage cask design, support license extensions for Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installations (ISFSIs), and support transportation licensing for high burnup SNF. To provide data
that is most relevant to high burnup fuel in dry storage, the design of the test storage system must
closely mimic real conditions high burnup SNF experiences during all stages of dry storage:
loading, cask drying, inert gas backfilling, and transfer to the ISFSI for multi-year storage.5
Along with other relevant modeling, separate effects tests (SETs), and small-scale tests (SSTs),
the data collected in this Draft Test Plan can be used to evaluate the integrity of dry storage
systems and the high burnup fuel contained therein over many decades.
The CDP described in this Draft Test Plan addresses many of the data gaps identified by various
organizations. There are multiple research and development (R&D) approaches to filling data
gaps. These include, but are not limited to:

1

The project is often called “the Cask Demonstration Project” (CDP) throughout this Draft Test Plan.
The EPRI team includes AREVA Federal Services, Transnuclear, Dominion Virginia Power, AREVA Fuels, and
Westinghouse Fuels. A potential additional team member responsible for high burnup rod shipment will be
identified in the future.
3
‘High burnup’ fuel has a burnup level at or above approximately 45 gigawatt‐days per metric ton of uranium
(GWD/MTU).
4
‘Confirmatory’ data means the data will be used to evaluate whether data from smaller‐scale, accelerated test
experiments are indicative of the actual state of the high burnup fuel and the storage systems in commercial use.
5
This document will often use the word ‘typical’ to mean test conditions that closely simulate the actual conditions
high burnup fuel experiences in commercial dry storage.
2
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Existing literature survey for available data and models



‘Separate effects testing,’ usually at the laboratory scale



In-service inspections and monitoring



Small-scale, longer-term tests



Model development



Full-scale confirmatory test(s) such as the CDP described in this Draft Test Plan

The Department of Energy (DOE) has performed recent assessments focusing on long-term
aging issues important to the performance of the structures, systems, and components (SSCs) of
the dry cask storage systems for SNF. A number of technical issues, research, and data needs
have emerged from these assessments. DOE has determined that a large-scale cask R&D project
using various configurations of dry storage cask systems and experiments would be beneficial.
To aid the successful completion of the high burnup, large-scale, long-term dry storage cask
R&D project, DOE specified a set of activities the EPRI team would undertake. Among others,
the activities to be performed during the completion of this project include:


Developing a detailed Test Plan



Designing and modifying the lid



Licensing



Procuring the cask and lid



Identifying candidate spent fuel



Loading spent fuel into a bolted lid cask



Storing the loaded cask on a Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-licensed ISFSI in
the U.S.



Monitoring the spent fuel inside the cask during aging



Extracting sister rods from assemblies and shipping



Characterizing the sister rods



Transporting spent fuel



Moving the cask to a fuel examination facility for opening and examination (if needed)

The Draft Test Plan in Section 3 describes the proposed approach by the EPRI team. A TN-32
bolted lid cask (the “Demonstration Cask”) will be loaded with intact, high burnup SNF with
three different kinds of cladding at Dominion Virginia Power’s North Anna Power Station:
Zircaloy-4, Zirlo, and M5. All the SNF to be loaded into the cask is already present in the North
Anna spent fuel pool.6 The TN-32 lid will be modified to allow insertion of temperature probes
6

North Anna is a pressurized water reactor (PWR).
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inside the cask at various axial and radial locations, and cask cavity gas samples will be obtained
while in a monitored area controlled for potential radiological release. Several TN-32 casks
already have been loaded at North Anna. Hence, Dominion already has both licensing and
operational experience with TN-32 casks.
Prior to loading the Demonstration Cask with high burnup assemblies, approximately two dozen
fuel rods will be removed and shipped to a national lab for detailed non-destructive and
destructive examination.7 The rods will be taken from either the assemblies to be included in the
Demonstration Cask or from “sister” assemblies not included in the Demonstration Cask. The
detailed examination at the national lab(s) will provide essential information on the physical state
of the high burnup rods and the fuel contained in the rods prior to the loading, drying, and longterm dry storage process. Similar tests are to be performed at the end of the long-term storage
period to identify any changes in the properties of the fuel rods during the dry storage period.
The Demonstration Cask will be loaded with high burnup SNF in the North Anna spent fuel
pool, and the modified lid will be emplaced. The cask will then be removed from the spent fuel
pool. The temperature probes will be inserted through the modified lid and the cask will be
dewatered and dried using industry standard procedures. For the first one or two weeks after the
completion of the drying process, periodic gas samples will be taken to determine the amount of
fission gas, water vapor, and hydrogen gas – if present. Presence of these gases would indicate
defects of one or more SNF rods during the drying process, incomplete removal of water during
the drying process, and radiolysis or other hydrogen generation activity due to any remaining
water, respectively. Temperature data will be recorded no less frequently than hourly during the
first one or two weeks to provide data during the thermal transient from spent fuel pool
temperature to the peak assembly temperatures that will occur during the vacuum-drying
process, and then to the steady-state temperatures with the helium backfill gas for the initial
storage period.
Approximately two weeks after completion of the drying process, the cask will be moved to the
ISFSI pad for long-term storage where periodic temperature measurements will be taken
throughout the long-term storage process.
At the end of the long-term storage process, which may be up to 10 years or longer, the cask will
be returned from the ISFSI pad to the cask preparation area at North Anna and prepared for
transportation to an off-site Fuel Examination Facility.8 At the Fuel Examination Facility, the
cask will be reopened and the fuel visually examined for changes that occurred during drying
and storage. Rods will be extracted from the high burnup assemblies and the same detailed nondestructive and destructive examinations will be performed as those performed on the sister rods
extracted prior to loading into the Demonstration Cask at the beginning of the test.
7

The non‐destructive and destructive exams at the national lab(s) will be conducted under a separate program
from the program that is part of the EPRI‐DOE contract.
8
At this time the off‐site Fuel Examination Facility exists but a location to open a large cask is still being evaluated.
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The proposed test schedule by calendar year in this Draft Test Plan (Section 3.10) is as follows:
2013:


Prepare the Draft Test Plan.



Seek public comments on the Draft Test Plan.



Establish the Final Test Plan.

2014:


Complete the design of the modified bolted lid.



Prepare the storage Design and Licensing Basis Document (DLBD).



Extract sister rods from some of the high burnup assemblies. Depending on the final
schedule from Dominion, this may not happen until as late as 2016.

2015:


Begin modifications to the cask lid.



Extract the remaining sister rods. This may be delayed until 2016, depending on the
final schedule from Dominion



Prepare the safety analysis report to accompany the Dominion storage license application
to NRC.



Submit the storage license application to the NRC; address requests for additional
information.

2016:


Possibly extract sister rods from the high burnup assemblies and ship the extracted sister
rods to a national lab(s) for evaluation.



Perform fit-up testing of the modified lid, cask and instrumentation.



Ship the TN-32 cask and modified lid to North Anna.

2017:


Dominion will obtain storage license from NRC (tentative, pending NRC review).



Perform dry runs.



Load the Demonstration Cask and begin temperature and gas data collection during the
drying process.



Move the loaded cask to the North Anna ISFSI.



Prepare the supporting documents for future submittal of a transportation license
application to NRC.

2018:
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Continue taking periodic temperature measurements.



Complete preparation of supporting documents for a future submittal of a transportation
license application.

2018 to the end of the storage period:9


Continue taking periodic temperature measurements.

End of the storage period:


Return the Demonstration Cask from the ISFSI pad to the cask preparation area at
North Anna.



Prepare the cask for transport to an off-site Fuel Examination Facility.



Ship the cask to the Fuel Examination Facility.



Open the cask and visually examine the fuel.



Extract high burnup rods for subsequent examination.



Conduct non-destructive and destructive examinations of the rods at the national lab(s).

It is important to note that a large amount of modeling and test data already exist related to the
long-term storage and transportation of both low burnup and high burnup SNF. Existing data for
several different fuel designs can be used to address questions from the NRC and the public
about the ability of existing and future dry storage systems to safely store and transport low
burnup and high burnup SNF for a prolonged period of time. Additional experiments are ongoing
or in the planning stages. A full-scale, long-term confirmatory Cask Demonstration Program—as
described in this Draft Test Plan—would provide valuable information to support the technical
bases for long-term storage followed by transportation. Furthermore, valuable data from the CDP
will be collected right from the start even though the proposed storage time may be more than a
decade.
The CDP that is the subject of this Draft Test Plan is not intended to address all of the data and
cross-cutting gaps identified by various organizations. Rather, the CDP will provide important,
confirmatory data to be used in conjunction with the substantial modeling and experimental data
that currently exist, along with additional modeling, separate effects testing, and small-scale
testing that DOE is planning in the near future. With confirmatory data from the CDP, the
relevance of the present and future models and tests can be assessed. Assuming the validity of
the relevant models, SETs, and SSTs are confirmed by the CDP, a higher degree of confidence in
these models and tests can be obtained. Lower cost models, and accelerated SETs and SSTs can
explore a wider range of conditions that may occur for the range of fuel types and storage
conditions currently in storage and planned for future storage followed by transportation. Hence,
the CDP proposed in this Draft Test Plan will provide the platform for these models and tests to
9

The DOE‐EPRI contract includes execution of the test plan during the first five years, i.e., up to mid April 2018.
Beyond that time responsibilities will need to be determined.
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supply a large amount of data relevant to the assessment of the safety of long-term storage
followed by transportation.
Although the EPRI team is under contract with the DOE to perform this work, the loading of the
fuel and storage of the cask is being performed at the North Anna site under the site license
Dominion currently has with the NRC. No DOE facilities or equipment will be used for the
loading and storing of the spent fuel. When the rods are delivered to a National Laboratory, the
rods will undergo destructive testing that will create nuclear waste. The nuclear waste will be
disposed of using policies and procedures that exist at the National Labs performing the tests.
The nuclear materials cannot be returned to the utility because they will no longer be in a form
that Dominion can handle nor can they be included in the site license.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

1.1

Purpose

EPRI is leading a project team to develop and implement the first five years of a Test Plan to
collect data from a SNF dry storage system containing high burnup fuel.10 The Draft Test Plan
defined in this document outlines the data to be collected, the technical gaps that the data will
address, and the storage system design, procedures, and licensing necessary to implement the
Test Plan. The main goals of the proposed test are to provide confirmatory data11 for model
improvement, future SNF dry storage cask design, and to support license extensions for ISFSIs.
To provide data that is most relevant to high burnup fuel in dry storage, the design of the test
storage system must mimic real conditions high burnup SNF experiences during all stages of dry
storage: loading, cask drying, inert gas backfilling, and transfer to the ISFSI for multi-year
storage.12 Along with other relevant modeling, SETs, and SSTs, the data collected in this Test
Plan can be used to evaluate the integrity of dry storage systems and the high burnup fuel
contained therein over many decades.
It should be noted that the Draft Test Plan described in this document discusses essential
activities that go beyond the first five years of Test Plan implementation.13 The first five years of
the Draft Test Plan include activities up through loading the cask, initiating the data collection
and beginning the long term storage period at the ISFSI. The Draft Test Plan encompasses the
overall project that includes activities that may not be completed until 15 or more years from
now, including continued data collection, shipment of the Demonstration Cask, opening the cask
and examining the high burnup fuel after the initial storage period.

1.2

Introduction

1.2.1 Inventories of Spent Nuclear Fuel
Due to continued delays in the introduction of reprocessing or permanent disposal in most
countries that operate nuclear power plants, the need for longer-term storage of SNF is
increasing worldwide. Figure 1-1 is a forecast of the U.S. inventory of SNF. At present, none of
the SNF or the high-level radioactive waste (HLW) generated from reprocessing of SNF has
been disposed, as no SNF or HLW permanent disposal facility exists. Hence, 100 percent of the
SNF and HLW remains in storage. The original assumption was that SNF would be transferred
from the pools to a reprocessing facility before the pools reached their capacity. However,
changes in the economics and national policies regarding reprocessing resulted in much more
10

‘High burnup’ fuel has a burnup level at or above approximately 45 gigawatt‐days per metric ton of uranium
(GWD/MTU).
11
‘Confirmatory’ data means the data will be used to evaluate whether data from smaller‐scale, accelerated test
experiments are indicative of the actual state of the high burnup fuel and the storage systems in commercial use.
12
This document will often use the word ‘typical’ to mean test conditions that closely simulate the actual
conditions high burnup fuel experiences in commercial dry storage.
13
After the first five years of Test Plan implementation, some or all of the Test Plan may be implemented by others.
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limited deployment of reprocessing worldwide. For countries without access to reprocessing or a
centralized storage facility, such as the U.S., nuclear utilities have been forced to continue onsite
storage of growing inventories of SNF. Most utilities facing loss of spent fuel storage pool
capacity initially re-racked their pools to increase capacity. At present, the majority of the
nuclear plants in the U.S. have re-racked their pools at least once.

Figure 1-1: Projected SNF Inventory in Wet and Dry Storage in the U.S. [produced for EPRI by
Energy Resources International, EPRI 2010a].

1.2.2 Development of SNF Dry Storage Technologies
Even with re-racking, it was necessary to move SNF out of the pools into dry storage starting in
the mid-1980s. In the U.S., the first SNF was placed into dry storage in 1986. Since then, the
majority of U.S. nuclear plants include dry storage systems. Dry storage of SNF in other
countries generally started later.
Dry storage systems are predominately two types: a metal ‘cask’ using a bolted lid (Figure 1-2)
or a welded steel ‘canister’ inside a concrete overpack (Figure 1-3). The metal casks were
massive enough to provide sufficient gamma shielding; neutron shielding was accomplished via
incorporation of various high-hydrogen-content materials encapsulated in the metal cask body.
There are other dry storage system designs including storage vaults.14 At present, dozens of
variants of the bolted lid and welded metal dry storage system designs exist that cover a wide
range of storage system sizes, assembly types, and burnup and decay heat levels. The cask type
included in this Draft Test Plan is a TN-32 bolted lid cask (Figure 1-2). This cask is designed to
hold 32 pressurized water reactor (PWR) assemblies.
14

A more detailed description of SNF dry storage systems in the U.S., including design, regulatory, and operational
considerations, can be found in EPRI [2010a].
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Figure 1-2: TN-32 Cask Cut-away View.
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Figure 1-3: Example of a Welded Metal SNF Storage Canister Inside a Concrete Overpack [Cross
Section of the HI-STORM 100 Overpack with MPC [NRC 2001]].
In the late 1980s, the U.S. utility industry began to explore the concept of ‘dual-purpose’ dry
storage systems—that is, dry storage systems that are licensed by the NRC for both storage and
transport without the need to re-handle individual SNF assemblies prior to shipment off site. The
development of dual-purpose dry storage technologies has been particularly important for
shutdown nuclear power plants that have off-loaded SNF to dry storage. Because the SNF at
shutdown plants is stored in dual-purpose dry storage technologies, licensees have been able to
dismantle and decommission their nuclear power plants, including the SNF storage pools, at
these shutdown sites allowing decreased long-term operation and maintenance costs associated
with storing the SNF until it is ultimately removed from the sites. The majority of ISFSIs that
have been commissioned since 2000 have loaded SNF into dual-purpose dry storage
technologies. Even most of those companies that began ISFSI operation in the 1980s and 1990s
have transitioned from storage-only technologies to dual-purpose technologies.
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1.2.3 Dry Storage System Safety Requirements
The NRC first developed a separate regulatory framework for storage of SNF outside of the
reactor SNF storage pools in November 1980 with the issuance of U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Title 10, Part 72, “Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage of
Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste” (10CFR72). Similar regulations have
been instituted in other countries as well. For storage, the main safety requirements are:


Thermal performance: the storage system shall be designed to ensure peak temperature
limits are not exceeded.



Radiological protection: peak dose limits shall not be exceeded.



Confinement: SNF and HLW shall be confined such that release of radioactive gases
and particulates shall not be released to the environment.



Sub-criticality shall be maintained under all normal and off-normal conditions of
storage.



Retrievability: the SNF in storage shall be able to be retrieved by normal means.

1.3

Early Dry Storage Demonstration Projects

In the U.S., Section 218 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act [NWPA 1983] required the Secretary
of Energy to establish a Demonstration Program, in cooperation with the private sector, for dry
storage of SNF at civilian nuclear power reactor sites. The objective of this Demonstration
Program was to establish storage technologies that the U.S. NRC could approve by rulemaking
for use at reactor sites without the need for additional site-specific NRC approvals.
In 1984, the Virginia Electric and Power Company (previously VEPCO, referred to now as
Dominion Virginia Power) initiated a research program to provide additional SNF storage at its
Surry station using dry storage technologies. The U.S. DOE and EPRI signed cooperative
agreements with VEPCO to demonstrate dry storage technologies at a federal site; selection and
shipping of SNF to the federal site for storage; and the design, licensing, and initial operation of
an ISFSI at the Surry station. The cooperative agreement program called for more than one cask
design to be demonstrated at the Surry ISFSI and at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL), (at that
time, the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory). The cask designs tested at INL included the
CASTOR V/21, Westinghouse MC-10, and the TN-24P metal storage casks. EPRI published the
results of the testing of these cask designs at INL in several EPRI reports [EPRI 1986; 1987a;
1987b]. Following receipt of a site-specific license from the NRC for an ISFSI at the Surry
station, VEPCO loaded three separate metal cask designs with SNF and placed these casks in
storage at the ISFSI as part of the cooperative agreement. The cask designs loaded under the
cooperative agreement included the CASTOR V/21, Westinghouse MC-10, and NAC I28.
VEPCO and EPRI documented this full-scale application of metal cask fuel storage technologies
at the Surry station [EPRI 1989].
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The high burnup SNF Cask Demonstration Project (CDP) described in this Draft Test Plan is
based largely on these previous tests.
Section 2 provides additional background that sets the stage for the Draft Test Plan. The Draft
Test Plan itself is found in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 provide the conclusions and references,
respectively.
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2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1 Impetus for a Confirmatory Demonstration Project Using High Burnup Spent
Nuclear Fuel
The technical bases for dry storage of low burnup SNF (burnups lower than approximately
45 GWD/MTU) have now been established, as evidenced by NRC granting license renewals, for
a total storage period of 60 years. The technical bases included: a large amount of hot cell data;
the demonstrations at INL in the mid-1980s through early 1990s; and the CASTOR-V/21
Demonstration Cask that was reopened at INL in 2000.
Since the 1990s, almost all SNF being removed from the reactors have burnups in excess of 45
GWD/MTU. While dry storage of lower burnup SNF (<45 GWD/MTU) has occurred in the U.S.
since 1986, dry storage of high burnup SNF has been more recent:


9 years: Maine Yankee (up to 49.5 GWD/MTU)



7 years: HB Robinson (up to 56.9 GWD/MTU)



6 years: Oconee (up to 55 GWD/MTU)



Less than 4 years for several other plants (up to 53.8 GWD/MTU)

As of December 2012, approximately 200 dry storage casks have been loaded with at least some
high burnup SNF. Furthermore, almost all SNF being loaded in the U.S. is now high burnup.
At present, the technical bases for very long-term (beyond about 60 years) wet and dry storage of
high burnup SNF have not been firmly established. DOE, EPRI, NRC, and other organizations
have been collecting data on high burnup fuel for over a decade such that a database of high
burnup SNF properties already exists. Furthermore, DOE, EPRI, and several organizations
outside the U.S. are continuing to collect high burnup SNF data. Nevertheless, the U.S. NRC has
begun asking applicants for dry storage system license extensions for information on the
condition of high burnup SNF after the initial licensing period (20 years). NRC has also asked
the applicants for information on the transportability of high burnup SNF after extended storage.
In combination with the growing database on high burnup SNF properties, a Demonstration
Program using high burnup SNF—like that done using low burnup SNF—could provide
considerable information to address NRC’s questions. The existing and future data and the
results of the Cask Demonstration Project (CDP) could:


Form the basis for the development of aging management plans (AMPs) after the initial
storage periods.



Provide data for multiple high burnup license extension applications expected in the next
decade, such as:
o
o
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o

2020: NAC-UMS; Holtec HI-STORM designs



Provide confidence in the ability to transport SNF prior to shipment to a consolidated
storage, reprocessing, or permanent disposal facility.

2.2

Gap Analyses

In November 2009, EPRI convened a workshop of more than 40 representatives of the nuclear
industry, Federal Government, national laboratories, and suppliers of SNF dry storage systems to
discuss potential issues associated with extended dry storage of SNF, i.e., storage considerably
beyond 20 to 60 years. The proceedings from that workshop were provided in EPRI [2010b].
The result of that first workshop was the formation of the Extended Storage Collaboration
Program (ESCP). Current ESCP participation has grown to well over 200 individuals from
approximately 20 countries.
ESCP participants have agreed upon the following phased approach to developing the technical
bases for extended storage:


Phase 1: Review current technical bases and conduct gap analyses for storage systems.



Phase 2: Conduct experiments, field studies, and additional analyses to address gaps.



Phase 3: Coordinate research that results in a program documenting the performance of
a dry storage system loaded with high burnup fuel (>45 GWD/MTU). Phase 3 is the
subject of the Draft Test Plan.

Phase 1 of the ESCP, gap analyses, is essentially completed as several organizations have or will
soon publish gap analyses.
Table 2-1 is a summary of the high- or medium-priority technical gaps identified by several
organizations participating in the ESCP that can be addressed by the proposed CDP described in
this Draft Test Plan.
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Table 2-1: High- and Medium-priority Technical Data Gaps Addressed by the CDP
Systems, Structures, and Components

Gap

Cladding

-annealing of radiation damage;
-creep;
-embrittlement/cracking;
-delayed hydride cracking (DHC);
-advanced cladding high burnup properties;
-‘incipient’ failure

Fuel (high burnup UO2 or mixed oxide (U/Pu)
fuel (MOX))

-fuel pellet swelling;
-cracking/bonding

Fuel assembly hardware

-stress corrosion cracking (SCC);
-metal fatigue

Bolted systems: bolts

-mechanical degradation (e.g., fatigue);
-embrittlement

Bolted systems: O-rings

-metal gasket creep;
-thermomechanical fatigue

In addition, the following high-priority, cross-cutting issues identified by some ESCP
participants will be addressed in the CDP described in Section 3 of this Draft Test Plan:


Improved thermal modeling: Current safety analyses are appropriately based on
bounding temperature profiles. Data provided by the CDP described in this Draft Test
Plan will supply a large amount of data to support improved thermal modeling.



Adequacy of drying: “Many degradation mechanisms are dependent on or accelerated by
the presence of water. Even if proper drying procedures are followed, some water could
remain, given the tortuous path water may follow, in addition to the contribution from
physisorbed and chemisorbed water that may not be removed under the drying
conditions.” [DOE 2012c]



Verification of fuel conditions prior to storage and after transportation



Development of effective aging management programs

2.3

Full-Scale, Confirmatory Demonstration

There are multiple R&D approaches to filling data gaps. These include, but are not limited to:


Existing literature survey for available data and models



Separate effects testing, usually at the laboratory scale



In-service inspections and monitoring



Small-scale, longer-term tests



New model development



Full-scale confirmatory test(s) (often called demonstrations or ‘demos’), which is the
subject of this Draft Test Plan.

DOE [2012b] provides a summary of its strategy for filling the data gaps:
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“The UNF RD&D strategy is based on the ‘Science-based Engineering-driven Approach’
defined in the DOE-NE Research and Development Roadmap. This approach relies
heavily on small-scale, phenomenological testing combined with theoretical
understanding and advanced modeling and simulation to obtain a predictive model of the
expected performance. In the early phases, the experimental program is mainly focused
on separate effects testing to develop and validate the theoretical models for the
component and system performance. The theoretical and empirical models are then
combined into a system level simulation to understand the integral behavior. The
modeling and simulation tool is used to define and design large-scale prototype
experiments. Large-scale prototype testing (engineering-scale demonstration) is then used
for validation of the tools and confirmation of the predictions. The experimental program
and the modeling and simulation activities are integrated through an uncertainty
quantification (UQ) methodology.
The science-based, engineering-driven approach does not eliminate the need for largescale demonstrations. It naturally leads to a large-scale confirmatory demonstration
phase, with an effective design, better data interpretation, and framework for in-service
inspections and monitoring requirements. The UQ methodology will not only provide
quantifiable uncertainties for long-term predictions, but it will also be instrumental in
identifying the needs for additional experimental data, quantifying the value that certain
types of tests provide (thus, focusing of resources on tests that matter), and increasing the
fidelity of the physics models. The UQ process ultimately establishes the basis for
deciding, ‘How good is good enough?” [DOE 2012b]
In 2012, DOE made the decision to solicit proposals from industry to develop a Demonstration
Program using the science-based, engineering-driven approach outlined here. The result of that
solicitation process was the award of a contract to an industry team led by EPRI to develop a
CDP using high burnup SNF. The Draft Test Plan for the proposed CDP is the subject of this
document.
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3.0

DRAFT TEST PLAN

This section provides the Draft Test Plan. The main purpose of the Cask Demonstration Project
(CDP) is to collect information from an instrumented cask under ‘typical’ conditions –
conditions that closely emulate the actual loading, drying, and storage conditions experienced by
high burnup SNF. The typical conditions the CDP will maintain are roughly as follows:


The SNF will be loaded into the cask in the spent fuel pool.



The cask will be dewatered and dried using an approved drying method.15



Peak SNF cladding temperatures will not exceed 400°C.16 Peak cladding temperatures
typically occur during the drying process.



After drying, the cask will be backfilled with dry helium gas to maintain a chemically
inert environment and to enhance heat transfer.



The cask will be transferred to the ISFSI pad using a special transfer hauler.



The Demonstration Cask will be designed for eventual transportation to an off-site
location. Hence, the SNF in the Demonstration Cask will experience forces typical of
‘normal conditions of transport’ when the Demonstration Cask is transported.

The need to instrument the Demonstration Cask along with the desire to include multiple, high
burnup SNF types will likely mean the CDP will not be perfectly typical. The following are
examples of the needs and practicalities for the CDP that could result in a small degree of
departure from being perfectly typical:


The CDP will include SNF with as high a burnup as possible. In reality, in-service casks
and welded canister designs are all limited in burnup by regulatory Technical
Specifications, or the number of assemblies with higher decay heat (due to either storage
of lower burnup SNF with shorter decay times or higher burnup SNF with shorter-tomoderate decay times) is limited (‘zoned’ loading). Loading the Demonstration Cask
with some higher burnup SNF may cause higher peak temperatures and different
temperature distributions and histories than SNF under more typical storage conditions.



The cooling rate versus time may be different for the SNF in the CDP than for that in
actual storage conditions. This departure from being perfectly typical is a deliberate
design feature of the CDP. The somewhat higher temperatures the assemblies in the
Demonstration Cask will experience compared to the majority of the SNF in actual
storage will provide more challenging conditions for the high burnup SNF in the CDP.



Some assemblies potentially used in this CDP were driven to higher burnups than might
be typical for that particular design. Test results must be interpreted based on the
characteristics of the final fuel assemblies that are included in the test.

15

Two examples of approved drying methods are: maintaining a vacuum of less than 3 Torr for 30 minutes; and use
of hot, recirculating helium.
16
Typically, conservative thermal models are used in cask design and licensing and casks are loaded at less than the
design heat load, so peak cladding temperatures are well below 400°C.
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The Demonstration Cask will include instrumentation penetrating to the inside of the
cask. This will require a special lid rather than the standard lid. The special lid will only
minimally perturb the spatial and temporal temperatures inside the cask.



Some ‘sister’ rods will be shipped to a national lab for pre-test examination. This will
involve pulling rods and transportation. The reduction in decay heat due to removal of a
handful of rods will have a negligible effect on internal cask temperatures.



The Demonstration Cask may not be loaded with fuel in every cell location. Typical
practice is to load fuel in every location due to economics; however some instances do
require loading a cask with empty cells due to limited availability of qualifying fuel or to
meet overall cask decay heat limits. It is a primary goal of the CDP to load fuel in every
cell location, but it may be necessary to leave some cells empty to meet the heat load and
criticality requirements for licensing. The conditions for the fuel would be driven largely
by the local conditions within a particular cell, especially for the high decay heat, high
burnup assemblies to be loaded, however the contributing effects from neighboring cells
would be compromised somewhat if not all cells contained fuel.

The CDP Draft Test Plan included in this section therefore minimizes departures from typical
conditions while still accomplishing the main objective: obtaining data on the near- and longterm behavior of high burnup SNF in dry storage.

3.1

Source of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Dominion’s North Anna Power Station will be the source of the SNF used for the Cask
Demonstration Program. There are two units at North Anna, each unit being a Westinghouse 3loop PWR. The fuel is all 17x17 design for both units, and several different varieties of this
design (i.e., different cladding materials) exist in discharged high burnup fuel. The fact that
North Anna has high burnup fuel with different cladding materials makes it particularly
attractive as a host site for this type of CDP.
The fuel for the Demonstration Cask is currently stored at North Anna in the spent fuel pool
shared between both units. Access to the fuel is provided through normal fuel-handling practices
and procedures using the fuel building's handling crane under the site’s reactor operating licenses
(License Numbers DPR-32/37, NPF-4/7 Docket Numbers 50-280/281, 50-338/339).
Shown in Figure 3.1-1, the ISFSI at North Anna consists of storage systems used under the
General License provisions of 10 CFR 72 co-located with systems stored under the site-specific
provisions of Part 72 (the original Part 72 licensing framework). An existing TN-32 cask,
fabricated but never used, will be used as the Demonstration Cask following suitable
modifications. North Anna has extensive experience with TN-32 cask technology having loaded
27 TN-32 casks under the site-specific license between 1998 and 2007 (License SNM-2507,
Docket 72-16). This site-specific ISFSI license will need to be amended to address the
characteristics of the Demonstration Cask, cask performance with the selected high burnup fuel,
and particular data and testing attributes of the cask. The NRC must approve the license
amendment, but no other state or local approvals are required.
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Figure 3.1-1: Placing Dry Storage Casks on the ISFSI Concrete Pad at North Anna.
The loaded Demonstration Cask will reside at North Anna for the duration of the host-facility
testing period. Security will be provided using the existing site security for the ISFSI. Other than
normal onsite cask transfer from the plant to the ISFSI, no transportation modes will be
necessary. The only state or local public interactions associated with the CDP will be routine
public outreach meetings or via the license amendment processes. Spent fuel management at
North Anna is typically addressed at the routine public outreach meetings.
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3.2

Nature and Amount of Spent Nuclear Fuel to be Used

All SNF assemblies to be used for the CDP currently exist at North Anna Power Station in the
spent fuel pool and can be loaded into the Demonstration Cask using normal cask-loading
procedures. The process for loading a cask includes developing a fuel certification that
documents that the fuel planned for loading meets the license requirements. The cask is lowered
into the cask-loading area of the spent fuel pool. Using the fuel-handling crane and the fuelhandling tool, fuel assemblies are placed into the cask locations designated by the fuel
certification document. After the cask is loaded and before the lid is placed onto the cask, the
unique fuel assembly identification numbers are verified by video to reside in the proper
orientation as designated by the fuel certification document.
The fuel assemblies used in the CDP will have various cladding types including low-tin zircaloy4, Zirlo™, and M5™ (Table 3-1). Two high burnup (approximately 58 GWD/MTU) fuel
assemblies with standard zircaloy-4 cladding that were previously characterized during poolside
fuel examinations are to be included in the Demonstration Cask [EPRI 1992]. Acquisition of
sister rods17 from the two standard zircaloy-4 fuel assemblies is not possible in this CDP, as the
assemblies do not have removable top nozzles to gain access to the fuel rods.
Table 3-1: Cask Demonstration Program Available High Burnup Fuel Assembly Types
Cladding
Material

Burnup Range
(GWD/MTU)

Number of
Assemblies
Available

Last
Irradiation

Manufacturer

Assembly
Type

Standard
Zircaloy-4

53-58

3

1989

Westinghouse

Lo-Par18

Zirlo

51 – 55

20

2004 – 2007

Westinghouse

V5H19

M5

52 – 67

11

2001-2010

AREVA

AMBW20

Low-tin
Zircaloy-4

49 – 50

3

1994

Westinghouse

V5H

17

A ‘sister rod’ is a rod from a different assembly than the one that will be placed into the TN‐32 Demonstration
cask, but with properties similar to that of the assembly to be emplaced in the cask. Properties that must be similar
in order to be considered a ‘sister’ are: same fuel type (e.g., Zircaloy‐4, Zirlo, M5), same initial enrichment, same
relative reactor core location, and the same reactor operating history. There may be instances whereby a different
assembly doesn’t exist that can provide a sister rod. In such instances, a sister rod can be removed from the
assembly planned for storage in Demonstration Cask thereby assuring it meets the requirements of a sister rod.
18
Low neutron parasitic materials used in fabrication.
19
Vantage 5H design.
20
Advanced Mark BW design.
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Not all of the fuel assemblies in Table 3-1 will be used in the CDP. Design analyses will be
performed to include most of the assemblies, and in particular, the assemblies with the greatest
intrinsic value. However, the thermal, criticality, and shielding analyses will govern how many
of the above assemblies can be loaded into the Demonstration Cask. Furthermore, while the
analysis will evaluate the specific payload proposed for loading in the cask, a limited amount of
flexibility in final fuel selection will be allowed in the licensing, should last-minute substitutions
be required for some unforeseen reason.
The high burnup assemblies planned for demonstration purposes will range in average assembly
burnup between 50 GWD/MTU to 67 GWD/MTU. Bear in mind that individual rod average
burnups will be higher. The capability to load a full complement of 32 high burnup fuel
assemblies in accordance with the cask thermal analysis, criticality analysis, and regulatory
requirements must still be determined. It may be necessary to load a minimal number of fuel
assemblies of lower burnup, or to leave certain cask storage locations vacant, as a last alternative,
to accommodate the design heat-load limits. It may also be necessary to add poison rods to meet
the regulatory criticality limits.
The following criteria will be used to select fuel assemblies to be used in the Demonstration
Cask:


All fuel shall be intact – no structural defects or open holes;



For those assemblies susceptible to bulge joint corrosion, those susceptible assemblies to
be used in the CDP will have been repaired;



The assemblies will be free of envelope violations that prevent the fuel assembly from
being inserted into the cask cell (e.g., torn grid straps, debris, or assembly distortion), and
unusual corrosion or crud; and



The combination of assemblies to be used in the Demonstration Cask will not result in
any cladding temperatures exceeding 400°C.

The fuel and cask will reside at North Anna Power Station’s ISFSI during the life of the storage
project. Security will be provided using the existing site security for the ISFSI, which will
continue to meet all regulatory and licensing requirements.
The proposed Demonstration Cask currently exists and was fabricated for general license use
with NRC CoC 1021. However, Dominion does not use TN-32 casks under the general license
provisions of 10 CFR 72. TN-32 casks are used at North Anna using the site-specific license
provisions of 10 CFR 72. Therefore, Dominion will need to generate a license amendment
request (LAR) for use of the cask at North Anna and submit it to the NRC for review and
approval. The LAR would include all the basic design features of a TN-32 cask as well as the
planned fuel payload, the analyses supporting the fuel payload, and the instrumentation and test
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features unique to the Demonstration Cask. The site-specific license is a significant benefit for
this type of application, as these particular demonstration project features do not need to be
addressed on a generic basis as with a license under the General License provisions of
10 CFR 72.
The planned design and licensing approach is described below:
(1)

Develop the Demonstration Cask Design and Licensing Basis Document (DLBD) for
storage including:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(2)

Develop site-specific ISFSI LAR for storage of TN-32 Demonstration Cask:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(3)

Base LAR on the DLBD
Include separate Technical Specifications for the Demonstration Cask
Include need for periodic tests
Schedule/attend pre-application meetings with NRC
Submit LAR
Respond to requests for additional information

Develop the foundation and framework for a future Part 71 transportation license
application:
(a)
(b)
(c)

3.3

Proposed fuel payload including contingency measures if substitutions are
required
Testing and data acquisition methods
Expected heat loads from fuel
Effects of high burnup

Include any instrumentation ports that will be required to meet Part 71
requirements
Include burnup credit or moderator exclusion
Obtain NRC feedback on design for future transport license

System Design and Data to be Collected

3.3.1 Cask Design and Operations
The proposed Demonstration Cask will use an existing TN-32 cask that was fabricated using an
approved 10 CFR 72 Quality Assurance Program to be used with NRC CoC 1021. The codes and
standards used for fabrication are identified in the TN-32 Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR),
[Transnuclear 2012]. The existing cask will be modified to include the special instrumentation
for the Demonstration Cask. Transnuclear will transfer ownership of the cask to Dominion using
Dominion’s applicable Quality Assurance requirements. The TN-32 cask is designed to use a
single lid with a double-seal system. The helium pressure between the seals is monitored for seal
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integrity during storage. Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2 show the TN-32 cask without the lid and with
the lid being installed, respectively.

Figure 3.3-1: View of Fuel Basket within a Typical TN-32 Cask.

Figure 3.3-2: Lid Installation of a TN-32 Cask.
The instrumentation considered for the Demonstration Cask includes several thermocouple
lances through the lid using a modified lid design that would meet applicable storage regulations.
The instrumentation penetrations seals would need to be monitored much like the other
penetrations on the cask lid. Other instrumentation may be considered in the detailed Draft Test
Plan development.
In principle, the design and locations for the temperature lances will be similar to those used in a
series of demonstrations using full-scale casks containing low burnup fuel in the 1980s and
1990s. An example of the positions of the thermocouple lances used in those early tests with low
burnup fuel is shown in Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4. The exact locations for the thermocouple lances
for the high burnup Demonstration Cask will depend on the exact locations of the high burnup
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assemblies of interest in the Demonstration Cask. Note also that the assembly guide tube pattern
shown on Figure 3.3-4 is representative of a 15x15 fuel assembly, which will differ slightly from
the 17x17 fuel assemblies used in the Demonstration Cask. The exact number and position of
lances and the exact number and vertical position of the thermocouples inside each lance will be
provided as part of the publicly-available documentation supporting the License Amendment
Request to NRC for storage of the Demonstration Cask.

Figure 3.3-3: Example of Cask Lid Penetrations for Temperature Lances: CASTOR-V/21 Primary
Test Lid [Figure 3-3 from EPRI 1986].
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Figure 3.3-4: Example of Locations of Temperature Probes Within and Near the Assemblies:
CASTOR-V/21 Thermocouple Lance Locations [Figure S-3, EPRI 1986].
The tests and instrumentation for the project will be obtained using approved site procedures
with the appropriate Quality Assurance requirements. The data will be reported on a regular
basis over the duration of the testing interval (see Section 3.3.3) and made available on a website
by DOE.
One of the primary objectives of the CDP is to monitor the internal temperatures during the
loading evolution. The following sequence will be used during the loading process, however
changes may be necessary to accommodate unforeseen limitations.


The lid will be placed onto the cask under water following the fuel loading as with all
TN-32 loadings.



The cask will then be lifted from the spent fuel pool and out of the fuel building into the
cask-loading bay.



There, while the cask cavity is filled with water, the thermocouples will be inserted
through the lid and sealed. This will save personnel exposure compared to inserting them
into a dewatered cavity, and it allows recording of initial wet fuel temperatures.



Thermocouple connections will then be made to a data logger to begin collecting
temperature data.



The cask would then be drained while backfilling with helium to prevent exposing the
fuel to an oxidizing environment.
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The drying process then begins by reducing the cask cavity to under 3 Torr and then it is
secured. It is assumed that the same drying Technical Specifications surveillance
requirement (that currently exists for Dominion’s TN-32 casks at North Anna) will be
approved for use with the Demonstration Cask.



If the cask pressure passes the Technical Specifications surveillance requirement, it is
considered dry, and the cavity is backfilled with helium to a pressure established in the
Technical Specifications.



The pressure in the cask will be monitored for a period of one-to-two weeks while the
cask resides in the cask-loading bay. During this time, periodic gas samples of the cask
cavity will be obtained and analyzed for fission gas, oxygen, hydrogen, and moisture.
This is the period of time whereby the cask reaches thermal equilibrium.



Cavity gas sampling will be performed prior to establishing the overpressure monitoring
system with helium, thus allowing an acceptable leak-rate test to be performed once all
the cavity data are obtained. Cavity gas samples obtained while this temperature
transient is occurring are viewed to be the most valuable gas composition data.

The instrumentation requirements, lid design, and instrumentation will be included in the cask’s
DLBD used to form the basis for Dominion’s LAR, which will be submitted to the NRC for
approval.

3.3.2 Data to be Collected and Instrumentation
Understanding that the purpose of this high burnup R&D project is to collect data needed to
better understand the behavior of high burnup fuel for storage and transportation, the data to be
collected was identified as that data that could be obtained from such a Demonstration Cask
which would address specific data gaps identified in the various gap analyses reports. Hence, the
data to be collected, and the purpose for that data are described as follows:


High magnification visual exams of each assembly to be loaded into the cask
o

Purpose:






Temperatures at ‘key’ locations inside and outside the cask21
o

Purpose:



21

Provide baseline detailed visual for comparison after storage period
Confirm no defects are visible
Provide information on individual fuel rod axial dimensions

Confirm/benchmark ‘best-estimate’ temperature models.
Assess safety margins to actual limits (i.e., measured vs. predicted peak
temperatures during vacuum drying and subsequent dry storage).

These considerations will govern the final decision on the exact number and locations of the thermocouples.
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Internal gas sampling: gas pressure
o



Purpose: check to see if the system is leaking.

Internal gas sampling: water content in atmosphere
o

Purpose:





Purpose: ensure oxygen is removed during the initial vacuum drying and helium
backfilling process.

Internal gas sampling: hydrogen content
o



Very early times (during the drying operation and over the next couple of
days) will determine how much residual water is left in the cask. Any
increase in water vapor content will be observed.
As the system ages, it is likely the water vapor concentration in the helium
atmosphere will decrease as the water reacts with the cask internals.

Internal gas sampling: oxygen content
o



Understand what fraction of the cladding, if any, will be prone to hydride
reorientation (currently we assume 100 percent will be prone to
reorientation).
Support the determination of the cladding stress. Also governing the
amount of hydride reorientation is the cladding stress, which is a function
of the internal rod pressure and remaining cladding thickness.
Determine how much cladding, if any, will have temperatures descending
into the ductile-to-brittle transition range and when the cladding enters that
range.

Purpose: identify the amount of hydrogen that may be present after completion of
the drying process.

Internal gas sampling: fission product (FP) gas content
o

Purpose:




FP gases emerging during or immediately after the drying process would
indicate that one or more cladding defects existed prior to loading or a
defect occurred during drying.22
FP gases found in the gas sample taken shortly before the cask is reopened
(i.e., after the long-term storage period) will indicate cladding defects
occurred during storage.

DOE will make the data available via a website accessible to the public.

22

Cladding defects during vacuum drying and subsequent storage leading to fission gas release to the cask interior
is not expected because only intact fuel assemblies will be used in the Demonstration Cask.
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The quality objectives for the data need to be considered in the data collection process for the
data to be of maximum use in future dry storage system licensing. The quality objectives are
governed by a number of factors: data gap priority; ability to provide adequate benchmarking
data for computer codes and analytical models; ability to adequately quantify long-term
degradation processes, which require data on initial conditions; applicable Quality Assurance
requirements and to some degree, the limitations in the ability to collect and the accuracy of the
particular data.
In general, the data collected will likely be used to support future licensing decisions. As such,
the data will be collected under a Quality Assurance Program using approved procedures. Also,
to improve the value of the data collected, it is desired to minimize the overall uncertainty of the
data to the extent practicable through appropriate selection, calibration, and insertion of the
instruments and design of the system for measuring and recording the data. For example, by
reducing the number of electrical connections in series from the recording instrument to the data
recorder, the overall system uncertainty will be reduced.
The temperature data to be collected will be used to improve the parameters used in licensing to
allow the thermal modeler to substitute more ‘best-estimate’ (rather than ‘conservative’/
bounding) parameters. The temperature data quality will also be affected by the location of the
instrumentation. Ideally, the temperature measurements will be taken directly on the surface of
the cladding. Since this is not possible, it is proposed to insert the instrumentation in very close
proximity of the fuel cladding, (i.e. the guide tubes). The temperature lances used to insert the
temperature instrumentation into the guide tubes will be similar in concept to those used in the
1985-1999 low burnup CASTOR/V21 cask demonstration at the INL [EPRI 1986].
The data to be collected from characterization testing of individual high burnup rods is an
important aspect of this project. Hence, it is essential that all handling, transportation, transfer,
cladding preparation, instrumentation calibration, and data collection procedures maintain
traceability through the application of appropriate Quality Assurance requirements.
To collect the desired data, the Demonstration Cask lid will be modified to accommodate
approximately seven thermocouple lance instrument penetrations. See Figure 3.3-5 for an
example of various radial locations that may be chosen. The thermocouple lances will be inserted
into the guide tubes of several fuel assemblies. It is anticipated that the lances will be located at
various radial locations within the cask (aligning with key assemblies), and each lance will
contain approximately nine individual thermocouples at defined axial locations (Figure 3.3-6). It
is further anticipated to insert a lance in a non-fueled region of the cask toward the radial
extremity to further provide benchmark reference data for cask thermal performance evaluations.
Additional consideration will be given for thermocouples to be placed on the cask exterior. The
host station’s meteorological system data will supply the environment measurements needed for
conditions at the pad used to correlate with the data collected inside the cask.
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At the top of the thermocouple lance, the thermocouple wires will be sealed and terminated into
a multi-pin connector. The thermocouple lance will pass through and be sealed to a bolted flange
containing a dual seal. The thermocouple lances will be manufactured to meet leak-rate
requirements, and will contain approximately nine thermocouples each.

Figure 3.3-5: Potential Thermocouple Radial Locations within Fuel Assembly in Cask.

Figure 3.3-6: Cross-sectional View of Typical Thermocouple Lance.
A guide fixture will be used to ensure proper alignment and to avoid damage to either the fuel or
the thermocouples. Figure 3.3-7 provides a conceptual means to aid in the insertion of the
thermocouple lance into the guide tube. The guide will be designed for ease of installation using
remote tooling. Prior to deployment at the North Anna Power Station, fit-up testing and training
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will be conducted to demonstrate that the equipment will function as designed and operators and
technicians are proficient using the equipment. This evolution is very important to ensure the
planned methodology, associated procedures, and training will result in a successful execution of
this critical step. It is also important that the host site have confidence in the approach prior to
deployment to their plant. As low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) considerations are also a
major factor in the equipment design and operational procedures used for the installation of the
thermocouple into the assemblies. Careful design and fit-up testing using proven ALARA
techniques will minimize worker dose.

Figure 3.3-7: Conceptual Instrumentation Guide.
Additional instrumentation for consideration would include a pressure transducer installed on the
overpressure (OP) tank. The OP tank provides the monitoring gas pressure to the inter-seal
space. Recognize that the TN-32 is a single lid cask and does not have a direct monitored
penetration to the cask cavity. Instead, the pressure is monitored between the required dual seals
(much like any other bolted lid cask design). The inter-seal pressure on the TN-32 is maintained
at a higher pressure than the cask cavity pressure such that if the inter-seal pressure (from the OP
tank) decreases beyond a certain set point, an alarm is received indicating a potential problem
with a seal. By Technical Specifications for the existing TN-32 casks at North Anna, the interPage 3-14
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seal pressure and the pressure switches undergo periodic surveillance at three-year intervals. This
is expected to also be the case for the Demonstration Cask.
A data logger will likely be contained in a weatherproof box mounted on the side of the
Demonstration Cask. The logger would digitally record temperature and inter-seal pressure data
from all instruments used on the Demonstration Cask. The logger likely will be powered by
battery with a solar collector to keep the battery charged. Temperature and pressure data would
be recorded periodically as discussed in Section 3.3.3.
The design and selection of the instrumentation and supporting equipment for the demonstration
is based on many years of performance data at operating nuclear power plants as part of the
station’s in-core instrumentation. The temperatures, pressures, radiation doses, and other
environmental conditions encountered during reactor operations are easily greater than those that
the instrumentation will be subjected to in the CDP. Historical data from usage of similar
equipment at numerous operating commercial nuclear power stations provides documented
evidence indicating that a functional lifespan of at least 10 years is reasonable. After fabrication
of the thermocouples, extensive testing and qualification of the instruments is performed to
ensure it meets the required specifications. Testing and qualification of the instrumentation
includes:


Physical inspection



Radiograph



Heat treat (anneal)



Hydrostatic test



Electrical tests

Additionally, routine radiation surveys at the cask and the ISFSI in general are performed
quarterly. While it is not expected that this data will provide any important information, it would
identify any anomalies.
The modifications to the existing cask that are needed for the Demonstration Cask are estimated
to take about 18 months. This includes time for fit-up testing. The materials needed for the
instrumentation would be the standard materials currently supplied for reactor thermocouples,
with a flange design compatible with the modified cask lid.
Planned Measurements


Approximately 63 thermocouples (e.g., 7 radial and 9 axial locations) – measurements
will be recorded by the data logger system.



Site ambient conditions will be taken from the station’s meteorological system.



A pressure transducer may be utilized to send overpressure tank pressure readings to the
data logger for recording.
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Cask external dose rates will be recorded as part of the normal site radiation protection
program.



Gas sampling and analysis will be accomplished via grab samples and analysis at an
onsite laboratory prior to moving the cask to the pad.

3.3.3 Frequency of Measurements
It is important to collect data with a frequency sufficient to accomplish the CDP objectives.
While data collection frequency will vary depending on the rate of change of the variable during
the period of the measurement, no need for continuous data collection is foreseen. The proposed
data collection frequency, and the rationale for the proposed data collection frequency are as
follows:


Temperature measurements:
o

During the initial cask drying process: every minute. Rationale:



o



Provide data for thermal models during the larger temperature transients
during the drying process.
Measure peak temperatures and time at peak temperature to support
assessments of the degree of hydride reorientation.

During the long-term storage period: minimum of twice per day—preferably near
the time of maximum and minimum daily ambient temperature.23 Rationale: Data
collection at this frequency will also provide information on how cask gas
temperatures are affected by daily and seasonal temperature fluctuations and other
ambient conditions (rain, snow, and cloud cover). Data collection at this frequency
will provide information on high burnup cladding time at temperature that will
provide input to hydride reorientation, ductility recovery, and creep behavior.

Gas pressure and composition measurements:
o

o

First one-to-two weeks: two times per week. Gas sampling in the first one-to-two
weeks immediately following loading will provide the maximum data value as
both potential rod failure and conversion of any residual water to the gas phase
will likely occur either during or almost immediately after the cask-drying process.
Gas pressure measurements during the first one-to-two weeks will provide an
indication that all seals and gas-sampling procedures are functioning as predicted.
Long-term storage period: no cask cavity gas pressure or gas sampling is proposed.
No gas sampling during the prolonged storage period is needed, as the significant
changes in gas composition, if they occur, will most likely occur during the first
one-to-two weeks after drying. Furthermore, due to the design feature of
maintaining a higher helium pressure between the inner and outer seals, no oxygen
ingress into the cask cavity will be possible. There are license requirements to

23

Temperature measurement frequency may be more than twice per day. The exact temperature data collection
frequency will be established by the amount of data that can be stored in the data logger, and the frequency with
which the data is downloaded from the data logger.
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avoid unmonitored release of radionuclides to the atmosphere, so it will not be
possible to obtain gas samples once the Demonstration Cask has been moved out
of the building onto the ISFSI pad. Additionally, there is an inability to obtain a
satisfactory leak test either on the ISFSI pad or in the facility once the seal has
been broken. The final gas sample will be taken at the end of the prolonged
storage period shortly before the cask is reopened.
Detailed system operational procedures and associated training will be developed and
implemented in accordance with the host site’s programmatic requirements. In addition,
procedures and training requirements governing the inspection, maintenance, repair, and
calibration requirements of the instrumentation and related equipment will also be developed and
implemented. The calibration frequency and technical requirements will be established based on
instrument vendor input and performance requirements.
The EPRI Team has the ability to change the frequency of the temperature data collection
throughout the course of the storage period.

3.4

Sister Rod Evaluation

To evaluate the effect of storage on the high burnup rods, it is necessary to test the fuel rods
before and after storage in order to compare any differences in behavior induced by drying and
long-term dry storage. Since the testing needed to properly characterize the rods’ parameters
requires destructive examination, it is not possible to test the same rods before and after storage.
Hence, similar, or sister, rods are used. Sister rods are fuel rods that have similar characteristics
(e.g., same design and similar power histories) to fuel rods in assemblies that are planned for
storage in the Demonstration Cask.
Collecting data on typical high burnup fuel from three different cladding types (Zircaloy-4, Zirlo,
and M5) subjected to vacuum drying and then placed into a dry, inert helium atmosphere (dry
storage) for a long period of time is the primary goal of the proposed CDP. Several studies have
been performed on a limited number of empty, unirradiated and irradiated cladding tubes to
better understand and quantify the impact of the thermo-mechanical transients experienced by
SNF during drying and dry storage. Based on early understanding of observed degradation
phenomena, limitations on peak cladding temperature and thermal cycling have been adopted in
the U.S. and internationally. Regulatory criteria among different countries are not uniform,
however. Therefore, the objectives are to verify that (1) the expected behavior of high burnup
fuel, typically characterized by high decay heat and high cladding stress states, meets
performance criteria stipulated in the regulations, and (2) there are no unidentified synergistic
effects that would lead to unexpected fuel rod degradation.
Rod Selection
There are two potential donor fuel assembly sources for sister rods: assemblies with similar
operating histories (symmetric partners) that are chosen for storage in the Demonstration Cask or
actual fuel assemblies chosen for storage.
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Symmetric partner assemblies have burnup characteristics that are nearly the same (i.e., there
may be minor differences in relative power between the symmetric partners) and operating
histories would be similar. Typically, symmetric partner assemblies come from the same reload
batch of fuel assemblies fabricated for use in the reactor. Therefore, rods from an assembly that
is a symmetric partner to a fuel assembly planned for storage in the Demonstration Cask should
provide good references for the fuel rods in the stored assembly.
The other potential source for sister rods is to remove particular fuel rods from an actual fuel
assembly planned for storage. The void in the assembly where the removed rod existed will be
replaced with a solid, non-fuel rod called a dummy rod.24 Sister rods from the same fuel
assembly planned for storage are ideal in that they truly share the same power and operating
history. The sister rods will be removed prior to loading the Demonstration Cask. The minor
amount of decay heat removed with the sister rods will have a negligible effect on the overall
decay heat of the individual assemblies such that the behavior of the rods in the Demonstration
Cask should remain typical.
In some instances no sister rod donor assembly exists. It is likely that some of the highest burnup
fuel assembly storage candidates were used as center assemblies. Center assemblies are those
assemblies located in the single center location in the reactor core, and have no symmetric
partner donor assemblies to provide sister rods. Some of the high burnup assemblies were leadtest assemblies and may have been used in the center location of the core to drive the burnup to
very high levels (i.e., beyond their normal design limit) for subsequent post-irradiation
examinations.
The number of sister rods proposed for pre-test extraction is governed by the following factors:


In order to manage costs of extraction and transportation of the high burnup rods to the
national laboratory, the total number of rods will be limited to the capacity of existing
high burnup rod shipping casks, which is approximately two dozen.



The number of rods that can be accepted by the receiving national laboratory. The Draft
Test Plan assumes, however, the national lab can accept an entire shipment of high
burnup rods.



At least a few rods from all three types of fuel must be selected.



The availability of sister fuel assemblies or sister rods. In some cases, the number of high
burnup assemblies of a particular type may be limited such that rods from the assemblies
to be used in the Demonstration Cask may need to be extracted. As long as only a few
such rods are extracted, there should be minimal impact on the particular assemblies’
overall behavior during drying and subsequent long-term storage.

The exact rods to be extracted prior to the CDP will be determined during the fuel selection
process in consultation with DOE and the national laboratories.
24

A dummy rod in this case is a solid stainless steel filler rod inserted in the rod location left by the extracted rod. It
is desirable to insert such dummy rods as the cask criticality evaluation results may show more residual nuclear
reactivity when moderator occupies the space left unoccupied.
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Rod Extraction and Shipping
Extraction of fuel rods from an assembly requires the removal of the top nozzle, which is the
structural component at the top of each assembly, which is required to safely handle the
assembly. The fuel vendors, AREVA Fuels and Westinghouse Fuels, have extensive poolside
experience successfully removing and replacing top nozzles, as well as extracting fuel rods,
transferring them into baskets, and replacing them with dummy rods.
All of the donor fuel assemblies have removable top nozzles25 (RTNs) except the older vintage
Zircaloy-4 assemblies, which do not. (The low-tin Zircaloy-4 fuel assemblies, however, do have
removable top nozzle assemblies and sister rods will be extracted from at least one of these
assemblies). Extracting fuel rods from the older vintage assemblies without RTNs is much too
labor intensive to be conducted at the host site and is considered to be beyond the scope of this
CDP, especially when comparable results can be obtained from similar fuel assemblies.
Nevertheless, these candidate assemblies had fuel rods characterized in poolside examinations
and were documented [EPRI 1992]. The older vintage Zircaloy-4 assemblies will remain as
candidate storage assemblies, as there was significant poolside characterization performed.
Similar post-storage tests could be performed on fuel rods in these assemblies for comparison of
dry storage effects.
The fuel vendors will work on site at North Anna to remove the top nozzles from their donor
assemblies and extract the specific rod to be used as a sister rod. Each fuel vendor has its own
proprietary method for removing the RTNs, which is why two separate fuel vendors are required
to extract sister rods. The vendor personnel, using their own equipment and tooling, will remove
the removable top nozzle (RTN) from the assembly. With the rods exposed from the top, the
vendor will install an indexing plate so that individual rods can be specifically extracted from the
array. A single rod-pulling tool with a collet grapple mates with the indexing plate, grapples the
fuel rod, and withdraws it from the matrix. The extracted rod is then moved to its next storage
location, which in this case, is anticipated to be the fuel rod shipping basket26. The process is
reversed to insert a solid stainless steel dummy rod.
Once all the rods have been extracted and loaded into the fuel rod shipping basket, the basket
will be loaded into the shipping cask in the spent fuel pool and prepared for shipment under the
requirements of the NRC CoC for transportation.

25

RTNs have a locking, but detachable, mechanical interface to remove the top nozzles to gain access to the fuel
rods.
26
A fuel rod shipping basket is a specially designed basket with about the same dimensions as a fuel assembly. It is
designed to safely contain fuel rods during shipment in a shipping cask. The basket is placed in the spent fuel pool
to allow fuel rod transfers to and from donor assemblies, and is handled in the fuel pool and inserted into the
shipping cask in a similar fashion as a fuel assembly. A fuel rod shipping basket typically holds a complement of 20
to 25 fuel rods, depending upon the shipping cask’s licensed Certificate of Compliance.
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3.5

Transportation Plan

Given that no high burnup assemblies need to be shipped to North Anna to begin the CDP, no
transportation plan is needed at this stage. However, a transportation plan will be needed for
shipment of the high burnup rods for pre-characterization testing of sister rods and for shipment
of the loaded TN-32 to a Fuel Examination Facility. These transportation plans are outside the
scope of this initial work and will be developed later, as needed, by the appropriate responsible
organization.

3.6

Work to be Performed at the National Laboratories

This section describes testing and modeling activities to be conducted by the national
laboratories. The testing and modeling activities described in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 are
necessary for the ultimate completion of the proposed CDP. Section 3.6.3 contains a list of
suggested, additional activities related to the long-term behavior of high burnup SNF in storage
or subsequent transportation that would be beneficial to complete, as well.

3.6.1 Fuel Rod and Cladding Property Testing
The fuel rod cladding property testing described in this section provides the initial conditions of
the fuel that will be used as a basis for the comparison when the Demonstration Cask is opened
for fuel investigation. A combination of non-destructive and destructive exams needs to be
performed.
Non-destructive examination (NDE) of the cladding will start with detailed visual examination of
each rod for signs of crud or oxide layer spallation, local wear, or other indications of
degradation. NDE also includes cladding profilometry to determine the cladding outer diameter
prior to destructive exams. The amount of creep during storage can be determined by comparing
the outer diameter (OD) of rods removed after the storage period with the OD of the rods
removed before CDP initiation. To capture OD variability of each rod, profilometry
measurements should be taken at various axial positions as well as at two circumferential
positions at each axial position.
After the NDE is completed, a series of destructive exams are needed to obtain detailed data on
the fuel and cladding. The following is the list of destructive exams to be conducted:


Rod internal gas pressure and content. The rods will be punctured to determine internal
rod pressure, internal rod free volume, and gas composition (FP gases, helium) to
determine the amount of fission gas released into the rod inside the cladding. The
majority of the fission gas during reactor operation remains trapped inside the ceramic
fuel pellets inside the fuel rods. The portion of the fission gas that escapes the fuel pellets
is termed the ‘fission gas release fraction,’ and contributes to the overall pressure inside
the rod. Rod internal pressures, in combination with local cladding temperatures, provide
the driving force for microstructural changes in the cladding.
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Rod segmentation after puncture tests will be carried out for subsequent destructive testing. The
following tests at the national labs should be performed after segmentation with the fuel pellets
still inside the rod segments:


Hydride content and orientation. Hydrides contribute to cladding embrittlement. During
reactor operation, a fraction of the hydrogen generated by the zirconium-water reaction
is picked up by the cladding and diffuses into the cladding. Typically, most hydrides are
oriented circumferentially, as shown in Figure 3.6-1. Under higher cladding tensile
stresses and temperatures, which may occur during the cask-drying operation, some of
the hydrides may reorient into a radial direction, as shown in Figure 3.6-2. Hydrides in
the radial direction may substantially reduce cladding ductility. Hydride concentration
and orientation data taken from rods that have experienced typical drying and long-term
storage conditions will provide valuable additional information on the behavior of high
burnup SNF during storage and subsequent transportation under normal and hypothetical
accident conditions.
Similar testing on rods extracted at the end of the prolonged CDP period will provide
information on the degree of hydride reorientation into the radial direction that actually
occurs during normal cask-drying and storage conditions. This is because the primary
conditions of interest for hydride reorientation are the initial rod internal gas pressure
and the true temperature distribution throughout the cask during the drying and longterm storage period. At present, bounding assumptions are usually made, such as
assuming 100 percent of the rods have internal gas pressures at the upper end of the
known rod gas pressure distribution, and 100 percent of the length of every rod in every
assembly increases in temperature to the 400°C temperature limit. Best estimate thermal
models show rod temperatures are less than 400°C. Hence, it is anticipated that less
hydride reorientation will occur—in the Demonstration Cask and all other
casks/canisters in current use—than is usually assumed.

Figure 3.6-1: Cross-section of a Fuel Rod (Zirconium hydrides in this rod are primarily in the
circumferential direction).
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Figure 3.6-2: Cross-section of a Fuel Rod with Significant Radial Hydride Orientation.


Cladding mechanical testing. After the above testing is completed, the cladding
mechanical properties will be examined via ductility testing. These ductility tests can be
correlated to the hydride concentration and orientation data to provide an evaluation of
fuel behavior under dynamic mechanical conditions. Ductility testing will be performed
at various temperatures to determine ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT)
ranges. Along with cladding temperature measurements and models, the DBTT data can
be used to evaluate when the cladding in storage enters the DBTT region.

The number of tests that should be conducted will be a function of the following issues:


Number of rods that can be shipped in a single transportation cask. This will provide
approximately two dozen rods sampled from all three high burnup fuel types and a range
of burnups above 45 GWD/MTU.



The variability of properties of interest previously described. For example, hydride
concentration and orientation is expected to vary as a function of fuel design, burnup,
and axial and circumferential position.



Laboratory capabilities. This also includes the capacity to store rods in the hot cell(s).

It is anticipated that all rods received will have the NDE performed, such as profilometry to
determine the OD of the rods. Even if some of the rods will be stored for later possible
examination, it is important to measure their as-received cladding diameter to ensure accurate
initial diameter information for comparison to post-demonstration profilometry data. While it is
unlikely that storage of initially untested rods in a hot cell will affect the rod diameter,
performing profilometry examinations at the time of receipt will eliminate this potential variable.
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Rod puncture tests will be performed for all rods that will be subsequently sectioned for
additional testing.27 This would provide up to approximately two dozen data points. It would be
preferable to have such tests performed on two or more rods with the same properties (e.g., fuel
type, burnup, reactor operating history) to capture the variability in the properties.
Oxide thickness, hydride concentration and orientation, and ductility measurements should be
conducted at several axial and circumferential positions for all rods for which puncture testing
was performed. Of particular interest will be the length of the fuel rods that would experience the
highest temperatures during drying and storage. Hence, two or more axial locations within the
center two meters of the rods should be selected for examination.
Cladding mechanical property testing should include replicates for combinations of fuel
characteristics (e.g., fuel type, burnup, reactor operating history, axial location). Many existing
tests have been conducted at more extreme conditions, using higher cladding temperatures and/or
tensile stresses, than would be expected under actual operating conditions. Therefore, it is
important that the mechanical property testing be performed under conditions characteristic of
dry storage, which include, for example, the effect of pellet-cladding bonding and the mechanical
load the fuel pellets can absorb so as to limit the amount of strain on the cladding.

3.6.2 Effects of Rapid Cool-Down of Assemblies
Section 3.9 discusses the need for either a wet or dry Fuel Examination Facility to open the
Demonstration Cask and examine the fuel at the end of the storage period.
The primary difference between the two approaches (“wet” versus “dry”) as it affects the
subsequent fuel cladding properties is the rate of cooling that will occur when the Demonstration
Cask is reopened. Use of a pool will likely cause a more rapid descent of the fuel cladding
temperatures from the time immediately before the Demonstration Cask is reopened down to the
pool water temperature.
It is necessary to conduct R&D to explore the effect of cooling rate on the resultant mechanical
properties of the cladding. The potential effect due to cooling rate is related to the process by
which the zirconium hydrides slowly precipitate out of the metal as temperatures descend during
normal, long-term storage. At higher temperatures, such that perhaps a large proportion of the
zirconium hydrides are still in solution in the metal, there is experimental evidence, as well as
modeling, that suggest rapid cooling causes the zirconium hydrides that were in solution to
precipitate into a separate phase with different morphologies28 than those that precipitated via
slow cooling.29 Separate Effects Testing and modeling activities will need to be conducted to be

27

Some rods shipped to the national lab(s) may be set aside for future testing.
The zirconium hydride morphology information of relevance is: the length of individual zirconium hydride
crystals, the spatial distribution of the crystals, and their orientation (circumferential versus radial). These
characteristics govern the overall ductility of the cladding.
29
However, if rapid cooling occurs from lower cladding temperatures – perhaps on the order of 250°C to 300°C –
most of the zirconium hydrides will have already precipitated such that rapid cooling starting from cladding
28
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able to determine if the more rapid cool-down caused by reopening the Demonstration Cask in a
pool would significantly alter cladding mechanical properties compared to the very slow cooling
that occurs under typical, long-term storage conditions. The effects of multiple
rewetting/redrying cycles should also be examined to support the potential for unplanned
Demonstration Cask opening (Section 3.8) or continuation of the CDP beyond the first, longterm storage period.30

3.6.3 Other Suggested Modeling, Separate Effects Testing, and Small-Scale Testing
In addition to a full-scale demonstration program, such as the one described in this Draft Test
Plan, there are multiple R&D approaches to filling data gaps [DOE 2012b; 2012c;
NWTRB 2010; NRC 2012; EPRI 2012] that could be undertaken by the national labs or at
universities. These include, but are not limited to:






Existing literature survey for available data and models;
Separate Effects Tests (SETs), usually at the laboratory scale;
In-service inspections (ISIs) and monitoring;
Small-scale, longer-term tests (SSTs); and
New model development.

[DOE 2012c] Section A-1 provides a description of each of the above general options for closing
gaps:


SETs: “The purpose of SET is to identify the effects of individual variables on the
degradation mechanism or gap. SETs are typically performed on small material
specimens to accommodate a large number of samples and a large testing matrix. In the
case of UNF [used nuclear fuel] cladding, which will by nature have radiation damage,
an oxide and/or crud layer, and contain hydrides, it is difficult to determine the effect of
just one parameter on the cladding behavior. SETs using surrogates with only one of
those characteristics can be used to determine the effect from a single variable. However,
it is necessary to show that the SET results are applicable to the integrated system. Still,
SET can enable accelerated aging tests and provide insights into long-term behavior,
even when not all conditions are typical.”



SSTs: “Small-scale tests are defined as those that are intermediate in size to the SET
samples and the engineering-scale demonstration. Small-scale experiments are designed
to investigate and test the integral effects of multiple components or variables together.
For the case of UNF, most SET will be performed on small segments up to a single rod.
The demonstration is meant to be a full-size cask loaded with dozens of assemblies.
Small-scale testing is envisioned to range from multiple rods to a few assemblies.”



Modeling and simulation (M&S): “The M&S to support the storage and transportation
task will mostly consist of using existing codes to analyze data and to develop predictive
models of material behavior. For those mechanisms where long-term testing may be

temperatures at or below this temperature range will likely change the properties of the cladding very little when
compared to cladding properties of fuel in actual storage conditions.
30
There is no technical reason that would limit the use of the Demo Cask for additional, long‐term storage periods.
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unrealistic, such as determining the effects of low-temperature, low-stress creep over
many decades, atomistic- to meso-scale modeling becomes more important. M&S is also
important when combined with UQ [uncertainty quantification] to develop and narrow
test matrices that would otherwise be too large, such as in trying to determine the effects
of the various cladding types and manufacturing processes on materials behavior, both
during irradiation and extended storage. The ultimate objective is to incorporate
individual mechanism predictive models into an integrated dry storage performance
model to quantify the integral behavior of the materials.”


ISIs: “The 1570 dry cask storage systems (DCSSs) at these ISFSIs already represent a
broader range of systems, conditions, and storage times than can be readily replicated in
a laboratory setting. While a utility does not want to open a DCSS unless absolutely
required, these existing systems provide the opportunity for in-service inspection of the
exterior of the container, overpack or storage module, neutron shields (if external to the
overpack), pad, and external monitoring systems. Appendix E of NUREG-1927
[NRC 2011] presents guidance on lead canister external remote visual inspection as an
option for an applicant to obtain aging information as part of the license renewal request.
Data obtained from such in-service inspections will provide valuable guidance and
validation from the testing and modeling program.”

With the high- and medium-priority data gaps in mind, EPRI developed a general set of SETs,
SSTs, and models that could be used to support and/or supplement the assumed CDP.31 Table 32 provides a cross-walk between the high- and medium-priority data gaps listed in Table 2-1
related to high burnup SNF properties, and the suggested SETs, SSTs, and models for each data
gap. For the suggested SETs, the parameters that could be explored in the SETs are also
included. By comparing the results of the CDP described in this Draft Test Plan against the
results for the SETs and SSTs conducted using the same set of parameters, the veracity of those
SETs and SSTs can be determined: if the results of the SETs and SSTs using simulated
conditions that are the same in the assumed CDP provide similar information and conclusions,
then a high degree of confidence of the ability of the SETs and SSTs to mimic typical storage
conditions would be achieved. This would also provide confidence that the SETs and SSTs using
other parameters not considered in the assumed CDP would also be sufficiently typical to be
relied upon to determine long-term behavior of the dry storage systems and fuel.
This is the primary value in the combined set of SETs, SSTs, and the full-scale CDP. The fullscale CDP provides confirmatory data to be evaluated if the SETs, SSTs, and models – using
similar conditions to the CDP – are providing realistic estimates of long-term dry storage system
behavior. If the SETs, SSTs, and modeling conducted using similar conditions to that in the
proposed CDP described in this Draft Test Plan, the additional SETs, SSTs, and models can be
relied upon to provide insight into long-term storage behavior for a wider set of conditions not
included in the single, assumed CDP. Thus, if only the assumed CDP were to be conducted, the
value of the CDP to evaluate the veracity of SETs, SSTs, and models would be lost. Given the
general cost-effective nature of many SETs and SSTs, many SETs and SSTs could be conducted
– once the subset of SETs and SSTs that mimic the conditions in the assumed CDP are shown to
be typical, additional, lower-cost SETs and SSTs using other parameters could be relied upon in
lieu of additional full-scale demonstrations using different parameters.
31

ISIs are the inspections described in this Draft Test Plan. Hence, they have not been included in the table.
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Table 3-3 is a similar cross-walk between the modeling and testing options and the cross-cutting
issues related to high burnup SNF properties.
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Table 3-2: SET, SET Parameters, Modeling and Simulation, and SST Opportunities to Address High- and Medium-Priority Technical Gaps
Related to High Burnup SNF
Structure,
System, or
Component (SSC)

SubSSC

Degradation
Issue(s)

Irradiated
fuel

UO2 and
MOX

Fuel pellet
swelling

Irradiated
fuel

UO2 and
MOX

Rim effects
(cracking/bon
ding) leading
to potentially
more
particulate or
fission product
(f.p.) gas
release

Irradiated
fuel

UO2 and
MOX

Air oxidation

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

General and
localized
corrosion

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Air oxidation

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Delayed
Hydride
Cracking
(DHC)
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Separate Effects Testing
(SET) Experiments

SET Testing
Parameters

Modeling and
Simulation Activities

Longer-term, Small-scale
Testing (SST)

HBU fuel rod destructive
exams: microstructure; void
generation; fission gas
release

BU, initial enrichment, fuel
duty, storage time, fuel type
(PWR/BWR, UO2/MOX)

Literature review of HBU fuel
swelling; Pellet swelling as a
function of SET parameters

Mechanical properties to
support accident conditions
(e.g., impact tests on
irradiated fuel followed by
measuring particle size
distribution); provides f.p. gas
source term information (e.g.,
compare f.p. gas release
from bonded vs. unbonded
samples)
Rate of conversion from UO2
to U3O8

Burn-up, cladding type
(affects degree of bonding),
UO2, MOX, fuel duty, PWR,
BWR

Fission gas and particulate
release as a function of SET
parameters

Same as SET, but using fulllength rods or even full-length
assemblies followed by rod
sectioning to examine the fuel
pellets
Not needed. SETs should be
sufficient

Burn-up, UOX, MOX, fuel
duty, PWR, BWR, initially
exposed area, oxygen
fraction (near zero to 0.2),
temperature range: ambient
to maximum temperature
during drying or
transportation
Amount and composition of
water (e.g., DI water,
borated water, seawater),
BU, fuel duty, various
crevices (e.g., cladding/grid
spacer contact areas)
Burn-up, UOX, MOX, fuel
duty, PWR, BWR,
temperature range: ambient
to maximum temperature
during drying or
transportation
Fuel type, burn-up, fuel
duty, initial flaw size

Cladding splitting and
particulate generation as a
function of SET parameters

Some tests could employ air
as a backfill gas

Predict time to cladding
penetration as a function of
SET parameters

Same as SETs but using
entire, irradiated rod segments

Predict time to cladding
penetration (in the event
oxygen gets inside the
cask/canister) as a function of
SET parameters

Some tests could employ air
as a backfill gas

Predict conditions under
which DHC will occur

Look for DHC during post-test
destructive examination; look
for fission gas release during
storage

Subject irradiated cladding to
relevant normal and offnormal atmospheric and
aqueous environments and
measure general and
localized corrosion
Cladding oxidation rates as a
function of temperature and
gas composition

Long-term testing at mid-level
temperatures for evidence of
DHC by measuring planestrain fracture toughness,
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Structure,
System, or
Component (SSC)

SubSSC

Degradation
Issue(s)

Separate Effects Testing
(SET) Experiments

SET Testing
Parameters

Modeling and
Simulation Activities

Longer-term, Small-scale
Testing (SST)

Testing needs to employ
typical axial temperature
distributions with peak cladding
temperatures up to the
regulatory temperature limits.
Pre-and post-characterization
of sister rods for hydride
content, orientation, and
distribution, oxide thickness.
For pre-characterization, it
would also be possible to defuel rod segments and send to
lab(s) for rod mechanical
property testing at
temperatures up to the
regulatory limits and at typical
rod stresses. Then postcharacterization for hydride
reorientation, creep, and
ductility. Conduct vibration
testing to simulate
accelerations and fatigue
during normal conditions of
transport.
Multiple SSTs to explore the
range of SET parameters
using typical temperature
distributions and over longer
time periods. Pre-and postcharacterization of sister rods:
profilometry. Same SSTs as
for embrittlement

critical crack driving force ,
applied stress intensity factor

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Embrittlement:
Hydride
reorientation
(Section 3.6.1)

Continue testing done at
Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) and at other facilities,
such as ring-compression,
bending, and tensile tests.
Conduct vibration testing to
simulate accelerations and
fatigue during normal
conditions of transport

BU, cladding type, cladding
duty, manufacturing process
(cold-worked stress-relieved
(CWSR), partially
recrystallized (PRX),
recrystallized (RX)),
temperature/stress (both
constant and descending),
hydrogen content, simulated
transportation acceleration
and fatigue parameters

Predict hydride
concentrations and
orientations as a function of
position and time. Evaluate
whether high BU cladding will
likely fail during normal, offnormal, or accident
conditions during storage or
transportation

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Creep: high
temperature
(Section 3.6.1)

Continue with creep tests like
those that have been done at
ANL, Studsvik, and
elsewhere. Also conduct
creep experiments using nonconstant internal pressures
that simulate the pressure
reduction due to internal rod
volume expansion during
creep. Determine amount of
annealing versus time and
temperature

BU, cladding type, cladding
duty, manufacturing process
(CWSR, PRX, RX),
temperature/stress (both
constant and descending),
hydrogen content

Predict amount of high-T
creep anticipated during
storage periods
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Structure,
System, or
Component (SSC)

SubSSC

Degradation
Issue(s)

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Creep: low
temperature

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Ductile-tobrittle
transition
(Section 3.6.1)

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Stress
corrosion
cracking

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Helium
pressurization

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding

Incipient
failures (e.g.,
due to grid-torod fretting;
cladding
oxidation)
Lowtemperature
annealing of
radiation
damage

Irradiated
fuel

Cladding
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Galvanic
corrosion

Separate Effects Testing
(SET) Experiments

SET Testing
Parameters

Modeling and
Simulation Activities

Longer-term, Small-scale
Testing (SST)

Same as above, but at lower
temperatures and stresses.
Creep may be difficult to
measure over laboratory time
scales as creep is likely to be
very slow
Same as above, but add fuel
to the tests to determine how
much of the load the fuel can
absorb

BU, cladding type, cladding
duty, manufacturing process
(CWSR, PRX, RX),
temperature/stress,
hydrogen content

Predict amount of low-T
creep anticipated during
storage periods

Same as SETs. SSTs may be
capable of long enough time
frames to measure low-T
creep.

BU, cladding type, cladding
duty, manufacturing process
(CWSR, PRX, RX),
temperature/stress,
hydrogen content

Predict time at which fuel
may become sufficiently
brittle to fail during storage or
transportation

Same as for other cladding
tests, but use different cover
gas compositions to facilitate
SCC.
SETs difficult due to long time
scale for helium
pressurization to become an
issue
Same as creep, ductile-tobrittle transition temperature
(DBTT), SCC, and He
pressurization tests, but with
pre-thinned or pre-oxidized
cladding
Long-term annealing testing
at lower temperatures and
measure for ductility
improvement. Same
experiments as for other lowtemperature processes
Same as localized corrosion
tests. Include dissimilar
metals in contact with
cladding in aqueous
corrosion testing

Same as above, but add air
and water to cover gases

Predict times at which
through-wall SCC will occur

Multiple SSTs to explore the
range of SET paramaters
using more realistic axial and
temporal temperature
distributions. Pre-and postcharacterization of sister rods:
profilometry. Same SSTs as
for embrittlement
Extract any rods that failed
during storage and examine for
SCC

BU, cladding type, cladding
duty

Predict time at which
sufficient helium buildup due
to alpha decay will occur to
cause cladding failure.
Literature review of cladding
wall thinning. Statistical
model will likely be needed,
and may also be challenging
due to the need for a
significant amount of data
Predict ductility recovery due
to annealing versus time and
temperature

Pre- and post-characterization
for internal rod pressure.
Requires long-term (at least
one decade) testing.
Possible to include rods that
have been somewhat fretted
(assuming they can be
identified) and see if drying
and storage causes throughwall failure
Use irradiated full-length rods
or assemblies. Pre- and Posttest examination of cladding for
ductility improvement

Predict evolution of galvanic
corrosion as a function of
SET parameters

Post-test observation for
galvanic corrosion

Fuel type, PWR/BWR,
amount of grid-to-rod fretting
(function of grid spacer
design, reactor coolant flow
rate)
BU, cladding type, cladding
duty, manufacturing process
(CWSR, PRX, RX),
temperature/stress,
hydrogen content
Metal type (f(assembly
type)), water composition
irradiation (gamma and
neutron fluence/energy),
temperature
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Structure,
System, or
Component (SSC)

SubSSC

Degradation
Issue(s)

Irradiated
fuel

Fuel
assembly
hardware

Aqueous
corrosion

Irradiated
fuel

Fuel
assembly
hardware

Metal fatigue
caused by
temperature
fluctuations

Irradiated
fuel

Fuel
assembly
hardware

SCC
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Separate Effects Testing
(SET) Experiments

SET Testing
Parameters

Modeling and
Simulation Activities

Longer-term, Small-scale
Testing (SST)

Literature search for relevant
data first as fuel will clearly
be subjected to aqueous
corrosion during reactor
operation. SETs should be
done on irradiated
components if possible.
Assume these tests are
directly related to the crosscutting issue of the
effectiveness of drying
procedures. Hence, the SETs
could include an entire (or all
relevant parts of an)
irradiated assembly subjected
to various amounts of water
and air. These SETs can be
the same as those for
galvanic corrosion of cladding
Calculate anticipated
temperature fluctuations
(magnitude and frequency)
first to set test conditions.
Subject all or part of an
assembly to similar
magnitude fluctuations, but
with the number of cycles
equivalent to those expected
over several decades of
storage
Same as aqueous corrosion
tests, but under humid (rather
than aqueous) conditions

Same as cladding galvanic
corrosion

Predict evolution of sufficient
loss of hardware integrity to
jeopardize storage and/or
transportation safety
functions

Subject entire assembly to
various, relevant aqueous
environments. Post-test
observation for aqueous
corrosion on non-cladding
assembly hardware

Fuel type, PWR/BWR,
temperature change
magnitude, number of
cycles

Predict fatigue failure for
relevant components as a
function of SET parameters

SST will need to impose
relevant temperature
fluctuations over the duration
of the test. Post-test
observation for fatigue

Same a cladding galvanic
corrosion

Predict hardware SCC versus
time as a function of SET
parameters

Will require SSTs including
water
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Table 3-3: SET, SET Parameters, Modeling and Simulation, and SST Opportunities to Address High- and Medium-Priority Cross-cutting
Issues Related to High Burnup SNF Properties
Crosscutting
Issue

Separate Effects Testing
(SET) Experiments

SET Testing Parameters

Modeling and Simulation
Activities

Longer-term, Small-scale
Testing (SST)

Thermal

Develop best-estimate thermal
property database for irradiated
fuel. Examples: component
emissivity, thermal conductivity,
specific heat, gas flow resistance.
Properties may change over time
(Section 3.6.2)

Cladding types, burn-up,
temperature, cask internal
component types, cask/canister
internal geometries, helium backfill
pressure, various hydrodynamic
gas flow conditions, time

Development of "best estimate"
thermal models (valuable to avoid both
overestimates and underestimates).
Predict spatial and temporal
temperature evolution for a variety of
cask gas pressures and compositions

Instrument a small-scale test for
temperatures or to confirm target test
temperatures

Drying

Atmospheric and aqueous
corrosion testing for cask/canister
internals, including the fuel
assemblies

Drying process, drying time,
canister/cask decay heat, neutron
absorber material, canister/cask
type, fuel type and condition

Mass transfer of water from occlusions

Inject known amounts of water;
include waterlogged fuel
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Based on these two tables, there are multiple opportunities for the national labs to provide
additional SETs, SSTs, and modeling related to long-term behavior of high burnup SNF. The
following are some specific activities the national labs could conduct.
Thermal modeling. While the Test Plan will use thermal modeling performed by Transnuclear
for licensing the cask, additional thermal modeling performed by one or more national
laboratories could be used to support SNF selection and location of the fuel and thermocouples
within the Demonstration Cask for the purpose of achieving high burnup SNF cladding peak
temperature and temperature distribution goals. Also, predictions of cask and cladding
temperature spatial and temporal distributions by the national lab(s) could be used to provide
improved modeling approaches and thermal model data values for future licensing purposes.
Modeling support for hydride reorientation. Models could be developed that would predict
whether hydride reorientation (circumferential to radial) in the high burnup cladding would occur
and if so, the degree of reorientation. These models can be developed based on existing and
planned SETs and SSTs, along with the CDP proposed in this Draft Test Plan.
Sister rod selection. The selection of particular high burnup SNF rods to be pulled from the
candidate assemblies listed in Table 3-1 will be based on a number of criteria. The EPRI Team
could benefit from discussions with the national labs about which rods to pull for subsequent
examination as described in Section 3.6.1. For example, detailed thermal modeling combined
with hydride reorientation models or insights could identify rods (and axial locations on those
rods) where destructive examinations would be most likely to provide insights into the
phenomenon.
High burnup boiling water reactor (BWR) SNF SSTs. Given that only pressurized water reactor
(PWR) SNF will be used in the Demonstration Cask, the national labs could explore the longterm behavior of high burnup BWR SNF.
Potential effects of sister rod shipping on loss of oxide layer, crud, and other surface
contaminants. Since the sister rods extracted from the high burnup assemblies at North Anna will
be shipped to a national lab for subsequent examination (Section 3.6.1), there may be an effect
on the surface layers of the rods during transportation. The national labs could conduct an
assessment of whether the surface layers have been affected and if so, whether those effects need
to be factored into subsequent interpretation of the results from the examinations described in
Section 3.6.1.
Potential development of instrumentation and signal transmission through the wall of the cask.
Some R&D is underway to develop instrumentation and signal transmission that would be
contained entirely inside the cask or canister (i.e., no penetrations through the cask or canister
walls or lid). The national labs or universities could continue such R&D. If such instrumentation
and signal transmission devices are ready in time to be included in the CDP, and if these devices
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would have no adverse impact on licensing or the CDP schedule, then it may be possible to
include them as part of the CDP.
Acceleration instrumentation for the high burnup rod shipping cask. The national labs may also
wish to develop devices and instrumentation to measure accelerations on the rods during
shipment to the national labs for subsequent examination. In combination with the subsequent
examination at the national lab(s), this could provide valuable information for the development
of hydride reorientation models,

3.7

Applicable Codes, Standards, and Procedures

The Demonstration Cask was fabricated using an approved 10 CFR 72 Quality Assurance
Program to be used with NRC CoC 1021. The codes and standards used for fabrication are
identified in the TN-32 FSAR [Transnuclear 2012]. A Transnuclear CoC was issued for the
Demonstration Cask certifying that it was fabricated to the design requirements and
specifications as required by NRC CoC 1021. The cask has been maintained in the custody of a
facility with a 10 CFR 72 Quality Assurance Program. Since it has been in clean storage for
several years, the Quality Assurance and fabrication documentation will be re-verified. While the
cask to be used for the demonstration has been fabricated and certified under CoC 1021, some
modifications (e.g. lid penetrations for instrumentation) will still need to be performed.
Ownership of the cask will be transferred to Dominion from Transnuclear in accordance with the
Quality Assurance requirements normally invoked by Dominion for SNF storage cask
procurement. Transnuclear will be required to submit a CoC (a separate certificate from the CoC
identified above) establishing that the cask meets Dominion’s requirements. This certificate is
reviewed as part of the receipt inspection of the cask. The cask will be delivered, inspected,
loaded, emplaced at the ISFSI, and maintained in accordance with approved site procedures.
Program testing will be performed in accordance with approved site procedures using Quality
Assurance requirements typical for the types of tests performed.
As mentioned above, the TN-32 cask is currently licensed for dry storage under 10 CFR 72
(CoC 1021) for PWR fuel irradiated to a maximum assembly average burnup of 45 GWD/MTU
and a maximum initial enrichment of 4.05 weight percent U-235. There is also a requirement that
maximum decay heat for an assembly is 1.02 kW and for a loaded cask 32.7 kW. In order to
utilize the TN-32 cask for the high burnup CDP at North Anna, several of these parameters will
need to be modified. The maximum initial enrichment and assembly average burnup will need to
be increased. Additionally, the maximum assembly decay heat will be increased; however, the
currently licensed maximum cask decay heat load should be sufficient for the high burnup CDP.
The containment and shielding analyses will be revised based on the high burnup fuel sources.
The structural analyses for the test lid will need to be performed again; otherwise the licensing
basis for the cask will be the same as that represented in the TN-32 FSAR [Transnuclear 2012].
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Licensing of high burnup fuel for storage will be guided by established procedures in accordance
with NRC Interim Staff Guidance-11 (ISG-11) Revision 3. Transnuclear has successfully
licensed several storage systems for high burnup fuel and has other high burnup applications
currently under review. The TN-40H high burnup cask has received a site-specific license for use
at Prairie Island and Transnuclear will soon submit an application for a 10 CFR 71 transport
license. The TN-40H high burnup cask has a different basket design than the TN-40 cask
previously used at Prairie Island. The TN-32 is a similar design (although a newer generation) to
the TN-40 cask. Although the TN-32 and TN-40 casks were licensed for a maximum fuel
average burnup of 45 GWD/MTU, using the fuel payload planned for the Demonstration Cask
will allow for a cask-specific analysis to be performed that meets current regulatory criteria. This
type of analysis will allow the evaluation to address placement of specific fuel assemblies whose
thermal and radiological parameters are well established (with appropriate contingencies in the
event substitutions are required). This type of analysis could not reasonably be performed in a
generic fashion to support general license use. This is the significant advantage that an ISFSI
with a site-specific license has (such as at North Anna) over a facility with a general license. A
one-of-a-kind cask, such as the Demonstration Cask, can be amended to the site ISFSI license
with its own distinct and separate analyses and its own Technical Specifications. Therefore, the
preferred licensing path is to prepare an amendment to the North Anna site-specific license for
storage of high burnup fuel in the TN-32 Demonstration Cask.
The license amendment process for storage at North Anna’s ISFSI is well defined and will be
governed by Dominion’s procedures for seeking license amendments. Transnuclear will develop
a DLBD that details the design of the cask and lid as well as the design analyses that demonstrate
that regulatory requirements are met by the design and anticipated fuel payload. The DLBD will
be transferred to Dominion, and Dominion will adapt the DLBD into a LAR to add the
Demonstration Cask to the approved casks allowed for storage at North Anna’s ISFSI. Since the
Demonstration Cask will be different than the other TN-32 casks on the pad at North Anna, the
LAR will include a new set of Technical Specifications to govern the operation and any required
safety significant surveillances for the Demonstration Cask. It is not anticipated that any of the
Technical Specification related surveillances will affect or pertain to the data obtained to support
the CDP. Once the LAR is drafted, reviewed, and approved by Dominion, it will be submitted to
the NRC for review and approval. The NRC staff will issue questions to Dominion to resolve
technical concerns they (NRC staff) may have regarding the analyses and conclusion. This is
called the request for additional information (RAI) process. Dominion is required to respond to
the RAIs within the established time frame to maintain the review schedule. Once all issues are
resolved regarding the license amendment, the NRC will begin to prepare their safety evaluation
(SE) used to issue the approved license. The approved Technical Specifications will accompany
the Safety Evaluation (SE) once finalized.
After the SE is issued to Dominion, they will review it to determine the appropriate means to
implement the Technical Specifications into North Anna’s system for controlling licensed
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processes. Also, procedures will need to be developed and reviewed to ensure they are compliant
with the Technical Specifications.
After receiving a license for storage for the Demonstration Cask at North Anna, technical data to
support a future application for a 10 CFR 71 transport license will be provided. Based on
experience with licensing the TN-40 for transport, licensing the Demonstration Cask for
transport should be straightforward. The main technical issues are expected to be criticality
control (burnup credit/poison rod inserts) due to the higher initial enrichment of the fuel, and
possible additional testing and/or analyses that may be needed to meet shipping requirements.
However, applying for a transport license specifically for a one time shipment of this TN-32 cask
could expedite the NRC licensing process.

3.8

Unplanned Cask Opening

An unplanned cask opening is very unlikely. As part of a SNF storage program, the NRC
requires the licensee to have procedures and equipment in place to open a loaded cask. The cask
proposed for use in this project is a TN-32, bolted metal cask. Two metallic O-ring seals assure
confinement. To verify confinement is maintained, the space between these seals is kept at a
higher pressure than the cask cavity such that if the inner seal were to fail, the pressure between
the seals (also referred to as the inter-seal pressure) would decrease. Likewise if the outer seal
were to fail, the inter-seal pressure would decrease. The inter-seal pressure is monitored, and if
the monitored set point limit is reached, an alarm is indicated at the ISFSI alarm station, which is
checked at least daily. The initial action would be to inspect for cause of the alarm and to reestablish inter-seal pressure to the Technical Specification limits. It may be necessary to increase
the frequency of the inter-seal pressure checks to determine if a decreasing trend in pressure
exists. Possible corrective actions could include re-torqueing of the lid bolts with increased
pressure surveillance to determine if the decreasing pressure trend continues. If the inter-seal
pressure cannot be stabilized at the ISFSI pad, then the cask will be returned to the station’s cask
preparation area for additional inspection and leak-detection surveillance. An outcome of that
inspection may indicate that the cask needs to be returned to the spent fuel pool to permit
replacement of the lid seals. The instrumentation planned for the Demonstration Cask would
have similar double metallic seals and would be monitored for leakage. It is not anticipated that
these additional penetrations would result in a seal failure requiring the cask to be opened.
However, if the pressure monitoring system were to indicate a problem, Dominion has
experience reopening loaded TN-32 casks.
The normal process for reopening a cask if necessary is to first return the cask to the cask
preparation area, remove the protective weather cover and OP tank, remove the vent and drain
port covers, take a gas sample from the cask cavity to ensure no unusual radiological concerns,
depressurize the cask, connect a water line to the drain port and a vent line to the vent port, and
slowly add water while monitoring the pressure. When the cask is full of water, the lid bolts are
de-torqued, and the cask is placed in the cask pit in the spent fuel pool to remove the lid. This
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process may be altered to minimize the thermal transient and the effect on the high burnup fuel
to preserve as much data on the fuel as practical.
Although unlikely, should conditions indicate the need to reopen the cask, the process would be
performed in a controlled manner and in compliance with the license, Technical Specifications,
and site procedures. Should the cask need to be reopened, NRC and DOE would be informed,
however timing of actions would be driven by compliance with the license and Technical
Specifications, and may not allow additional time for desired investigations or alternative
actions.

3.9

Fuel Examination Facility

As mentioned previously, the Draft Test Plan described in this document discusses essential
activities that go beyond the first five years, and/or will be executed by others. This section
discusses a Fuel Examination Facility that would be needed at the end of the long-term storage
period. Following the storage period, the Demonstration Cask will be shipped from North Anna
to a Fuel Examination Facility and opened for examination. The fuel assemblies will be removed
and visually inspected. Individual fuel rods will be removed from the high burnup assemblies
and have the post-characterization, non-destructive, and destructive examinations performed at
the national lab(s).
The Fuel Examination Facility would need to have either a hot cell or pool large enough to
accept the TN-32. The facility would need a 125-ton crane capable of handling the TN-32 cask,
operational room to remove the lid, a ventilation system capable of handling radioactive effluent,
structural capacity to support the cask, equipment for handling the fuel assemblies and individual
rods, and equipment for extracting rods from assemblies (if necessary).
It is necessary to evaluate the effect on the fuel cladding properties if the Demonstration Cask is
reopened in a hot cell or if it is reopened in a pool. This is primarily related to the potential effect
on cladding mechanical properties due to the rate of cooling from the temperatures in the
Demonstration Cask prior to reopening and the ambient air or pool water temperature. As
described in Section 3.6.2, Separate Effects Testing and modeling activities will need to be
conducted to be able to determine if the more rapid cool-down caused by reopening the
Demonstration Cask in a pool would significantly alter cladding mechanical properties compared
to the very slow cooling that occurs under typical, long-term storage conditions.
The process for opening the cask dry at the Fuel Examination Facility would follow roughly the
same procedure as was used in the original low burnup SNF cask reopening program at INL as
described in [EPRI 2002].
A dry Fuel Examination Facility (i.e., without the use of a pool) requires a hot cell large enough
to accommodate the TN-32 cask with sufficient head room to extract the fuel assemblies, and
remove individual fuel rods for post-storage testing. A dry Fuel Examination Facility that
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includes a hot cell of sufficient size is not immediately available in the U.S. DOE has evaluated
facilities needed for spent fuel storage research considering existing, modified, or new facilities
with almost all of the requirements listed previously [DOE 2011]. The purpose of the facility will
be to, among other functions, receive bolted metal casks containing both high and low burnup
SNF and transfer the fuel into a different cask or canister. For the purpose of accomplishing the
needs of this CDP, additional functions for such a facility would include the ability to extract
individual rods from the high burnup assemblies in the Demonstration Cask and transfer those
rods to a certified high burnup rod transportation cask for shipment to national lab(s) that already
exist to conduct the NDE and destructive examinations described in Section 3.6.1. If DOE
desires to include additional hot cells at this same facility, then some—perhaps all—of the
examinations could be conducted at the facility. This would then avoid the need to ship the
extracted rods to the national lab(s).
A Fuel Examination Facility using a pool would need the same capabilities as the dry facility
with the addition of having a pool large enough to submerge the cask for sufficient shielding
provided by the water; sufficient head room for the crane, cask, lift yoke, and extension; and
capability for handling the cask and fuel under water. The process for opening the cask at the
Wet Fuel Examination Facility would be as follows. First receive the shipping cask in the
receiving bay, remove the impact limiters and personnel barrier, and move the cask to the work
area. Remove any other lid or cover to gain access to the primary lid. Remove the vent and drain
port covers, take a gas sample from the cask cavity to ensure no unusual radiological concerns,
depressurize the cask, connect a water line to the drain port and a vent line to the vent port, and
slowly add water while monitoring the pressure. When the cask is full of water, the lid bolts are
de-torqued, the cask is placed in the deep end of the pool, and the lid is removed. The fuel
assemblies and rods are then accessible for movement to the examination area.

3.10 Schedule for the Plan Implementation
As part of the Draft Test Plan, a schedule estimate to implement that portion of the Draft Test
Plan that is the responsibility of the EPRI Team was developed. The schedule with the critical
path identified is displayed in Table 3-4.
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Table 3-4: Schedule

Key Milestones
There are several milestones identified in the schedule that reflect key dates for completion of
activities. The milestones are presented in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5: Key Milestones
Activity

Due Date

Begin Implementation Phase of the Test Plan

02-Jan-14

Confirm Fuel Selection

02-Jan-14

Sister Rod Shipping Basket Receipt

30-Sep-14

Vendor A - Pull Rods and Place into Shipping Basket Complete

30-Dec-14

Finish Design

31-Dec-14

Start Lid Modification and Instrumentation Fabrication

15-Apr-15

Submit North Anna Storage LAR (Part 72) to NRC

31-Jul-15

Vendor B - Pull Rods and Place into Shipping Basket Complete

30-Dec-15

Move Shipping Basket to the Transportation Overpack and Ship to National Lab

29-Jan-16

Start Fit-up Testing

15Apr-16

Finish Lid Modification and Instrumentation Fabrication

12-Oct-16

Ship Cask/Lid/Instrumentation to North Anna

26-Oct-16

NRC Grants Storage License

31-Jan-17

Load Cask

31-Jul-17

Start Monitoring

31-Jul-17

DOE-EPRI Contract Ends

15-Apr-18

A separate schedule for completion of the sister rods shipped to the national lab(s) is in the
process of being developed by DOE. The timing of the fuel rod examinations has no impact on
the schedule for initiating the CDP as described in Tables 3-4 and 3-5.
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4.0

CONCLUSION

This Cask Demonstration Program (CDP) will provide important, confirmatory data to be used in
conjunction with the modeling and experimental data that currently exist, along with additional
modeling, separate effects testing, and small-scale testing that DOE has planned for the near
future. With confirmatory data from the CDP, the relevance of the present and future models and
tests can be assessed. Assuming the validity of the relevant models, SETs, and SSTs are
confirmed by the CDP, then a higher degree of confidence in these models and tests can be
obtained. Lower cost models, and accelerated SETs and SSTs can explore a wider range of
conditions that may occur for the range of fuel types and storage conditions currently in storage
and planned for future storage followed by transportation. Hence, the CDP proposed in this Draft
Test Plan will provide the platform for these models and tests to supply a large amount of data
relevant to the assessment of the safety of long-term storage followed by transportation.
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